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Deeds, w^iich contains 46 acres in the
inferior quality.
of
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grained
field. Mr. Smith has bean increasing his
One fourth of tbe ration for bogs should
acreage of potatoes and other commerconsist of roots.
cial farm crops for several years with
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"And he ask» you for your property•eks you for It In so many words?"
"Yea, as a settlement."
"And your young man 4nows it?"
"I tell yoii. Mr. Pike, I bare not dii
cussed It with Mr. 8t Aabyn."

death!"
She was about to answer when from
a distance came the roll of drums and
then the sound of a bugle. The sounds
came from afar tiff, as if bolow the
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CHAPTER Χ.
THK HUMILIATION.

INSTANTLY

Pike turned with a
lithe twist of his lank body and
half lifted his hand as If he exThen his arm
pected a blow
dropped again, and he stood looking at
her in calm and Interested fashion. A·
he stared his expression changed to
ooe of mingled tenderness and pride,
when he spoke there was a world
of pathos In his voice.
"Why." he said In a low. astonished
tone—"why. I knew your pa from the
time I was a little boy till he died,
and I looked up to him tnore'n 1 ever
looked up to anybody in my life, but
I never thought he'd have a girl like
He'd be mlgbt.v proud If he could
you.
see you uow."
She turned from him In a smothered
rage and then faced him again wltb
cold disapproval In her tone.
"Perhaps It will be as well if we
avoid personal allusions." she said resentfully. 'nils tuan should have nc
opportunity for bringing up those vulhalf forgotten family reminisgar.
lie smiled
cences if soc could help It

trille wanly.
"1 "don't just see how that's i>ossi
ble." he answered, and she waved hei
baud iudiguaiitly.
"Will you please sit down?" she said
and I'ike made an awkward bow.
"Yes, ma'am," he replied meekly
with the faintest accent on the last
word, and obediently took the chali
that Horace had vacated so precipitous
ly. She shuddered at the word he hao
used and glanced nervously at the hai
a

he was holding in his hands.
"Are—are you really my guardian?'
she asked at last, with a trace of heat
✓

"Yes, ma'nm."
A look of Incredulity passed ovei
Ethel's fare, and sbe replied:
"It does not strike ine as possible
However, we will dismiss the sub-

let."

"Well. If you'd like
to your—to your"—

to

hotel with some of hi· anguish worked
She. howoff and Bought hie sinter.
ever, was looked up In her own room
and would only Insist that be go away.
So It was from Lady Creech at last
that he gleaned some Inkling of what

had occurred.
Pike laughed.
It was nenrly β o'clock when he
"I reckon not." he said amusedly.
"'Well. sir. do you know what's the made up his mind to search out Pike
first thing Mr. 8t Aabyn wlll'do whet, and "have It out with the beggar," as
he hears his father made such a prop- he put It. and lie found the obstacle In
osition? He'll take the-old man out the entrance garden. As Horace came
In the back lot |nd give him a thrash· upon the scene Pike was pounding
Ing be won't forget to the day of bis cheerfully wltba hammer upon a bolt-

By BOOTH

of the Play of
the Same Name

Introduce me

"To my brother?"
"No, nut'am; to your—to the young
man."
"To Mr. St. Aubyn?" cried Ethel, re"I think It quite uncoiling a step

necessary."

"I'm afraid I can't see it that way.
I'll have to have a couple of talks with
him, sort of look him over, so tc
speak. I won't stay around here spoiling your fun aoy longer than I can
help—only Just for that and to get a
letter I'm expecting from England."
Ethel bit her lip vexatlously.
"I do not see that you need have
We could bare been
come at all.

head of the motor car.
He was In his shirt sleeves and wore
a long workman's smock close buttoned at the neck. From between bis
teeth came the unfamiliar strains of
With a
"The Blye and tbe Gray."
revulsion of feeling Horace approached

cliff.
Tbey both stopped to liste». Then
the servants came running, with Mari- him.
ano at their head. They rusbed to the
^"Mr. Pike!" he said politely.

'"One lies down at Appomattox,"
went on the song, and Horace stamped
Impatiently upoo the turf.
I wish a
Mr. Pike!
"Mr. Pike!
word with you!" Horace went on, quite

wall and leaned over, all excitement.
Mariano turned to call to tbem over
bis shoulder:
"The bundlt of Russia! The soldiers
think he is hidden In a grotto under
these cliffs!"
As he spoke Almerlc ran down the
steps with α shotgun In his band and
made for the steps leading down the
face of the cliff. Pike turned to Ethel
"I saw that fellow on the road here.
What's he meant for?'.'
Ethel turned angrily from the lawyer and called sharply to her fiance:
"Almerlc!"
St. Aubyn turned and stopped.
"Hello!" he said.
"I wish to present my guardian to
you," and turned to Pike as Almerlc
approached. "This Is Mr. SL Aubyn."
elie Raid steadily.
Almerlc stared at Pike through his

Pike looked up mildly and
Horace with Interest
"Eh?" he said and moved to the
other side of the machine, rubbing bis
lean chin with the handle of a monkey
wrench.
"I wished to say that the surprise of
this morning so upset me that I went
for a long walk. I have just returned,"
said Horace.
He waited expectantly, but Mr. Pike
went on abstractedly, "One wore
clothes of gray," and seemed to be absorbed In his work, so that Horace
was forced to go on.
"I bave been even more upset by
what I have Just learned."
"Whv. that's too bad." answered

angrily.

regarded

monocle aud laughed.

-I can't see how."
"In a hundred ways," she replied,
That common person
"every way.
who Is with you"—
"He Isn't common. You only think
returned
bo because he's with me,"
Daniel sadly, looking down.
"Who is he?" demanded Ethel sharp-

way to make you

understand—yes!" she flashed.
luimlrtul

nnil

flftr

thoiinnilll

pounds,"

ed uubellt-f Id her tones. Pike smiled
at ber.
"Well." he said, "I've got tbe paperi
lu my grip. 1 expect that"—
"Oh, I know ltl" she Interrupted explosively. "It's only tliat we didn't

said Ethel desperately.
Pike whistled.
"Seven huudred and fifty thousand
dollars!"
"Precisely that!" said Ethel.
"Well, he Au# made you care for
him," said Daulel. "1 guess he must
be the prince of the world! He must
be a great mau. 1· expect you're right
him. 1 probably
about me not

meeting
fancy—we didu't expect"—
wouldn't stack up very high alongside
She paused, and he went on:
man
that's
a
big enough for you to
"I expect you thought I'd be consid
think so much of as you do him. Why,
older."
erably
I'd have to squeeze every bit of prop"Not only that"
left you."
"And 1 guess you thought I'd neg- erty your pa
"Is it your property?" she flared at
lected you a good deal." There was 8

touch of remorse In his tone, and ht
looked idly at the hat he held. "And
it did look like it—never coming to set
you—but I couldn't hardly manage tin
time to get away. ïou see. belug trua
tee «if your share of the estate 1 dou't
hardly have a fair show at my law
practice. But when I got your lettei
eleven days ago I says to myself
•Here, Daniel Voorhees Pike, you old
shellback, you've Just got to take time
John Simpson trusted you with his

property, and he's done more—he's
trusted you to look out for her. ami
now she's come to a kind of jumping ofi
place iu her life—she's thiuking of got
ting married—so you just pack youi
gripsack and hike out over there anc
"

stand by ber.'
During tbe last half of bis speed
there was it tone of affectionate regard
at which sbe bridled resentfully.
"I quite fall to understand your point
of view." she said frigidly. "Perhaps
1 bad best make It clear to you that 1
am no longer thinking of getting mar

rk'd."
"Well. Lord 'a' mercy!" ejaculated
Pike, leaning back In bis chair and
smiling at her. but she affected not tc
notice the lighter tone and went ou.
"I mean I have decided upon it. The
ceremony Is to take place In a fort-

him.
"I've worked pretty hard to take
care of it for you," he answered gently, and Instantly she regretted the

sharp speech.
"Forgive me," she pleaded. "It was
unworthy of me—unworthy of the
higher and nobler things that life calls

live up to—that 1 shall live up
The money means nothing to me.
I'm not tbinklug of that It Is a necessary form."
Pike looked at her keenly.
"Have you talked with Mr. St. Au·
rae to
to.

byu about this settlement—this present
you want to make to him?" be asked.
"Not with blra."
"I thought not." he went on amusedly. "You'll see. He wouldn't, take It
If I'd let you give It to him. A floe
man like that wants to make his own
Mighty few men like to have
way.
fun poked at them about living on

their wives' money."
"Oh. I can't make you understand!"
"A settlecried Ethel despairingly.
ment isu't a gift."
"Then how'd you happen to decide
that just a hundred and fifty thousand

night"

Pike brought the front feet of his
chair down with a crash.
"Well. I declare!" he cried.
"We shall dispense with all delays,"
sbe went ou. and Pike regarded het
solemnly for a moment.
"Well. I don't know as I could say
anything against that. lie must be a
nice fellow, and you must
He sighed.
think a beap of him."
He
"That's the way It should be."
looked at her. "And you're happy?"
"Distinctly!" said Ethel decisively.
Pike looked off over the blue bay
and then his gaze traveled to where
Horace had been standing, and with
a

"It aiu't that fellow 1 was talking
with, yonder?"
And she voiced an indignant protest.
"That was my brother!"
"Lord 'a* mercy!" ejaculated Dante)

"The police arc chating ο bally convict
chap under the cliff."
pou lids was what you wanted to give
iilui?" he demanded.
**Jt was Mr. St. Aubyn'· father wbc
Used the amount." replied Ethel dee-

I»erately.

What's he got to dc
"His father!
with It?"
"He hi the Earl of Hawcastle. the
head of the ancient house."

Pike, fishing for a nut In the bottom
of the tonneau.
"It Is too bad—absurdly—monstrously bnd! Lady Creech tells ine that my
sister did you tbe honor to present
you to the family with which we are
forming an alliance—at least to a portion of It"—
"Yen, sir." answered I'lke, "and
promised to present me to the whole
possetuck.v of 'em"—
"I'll not listen to you!" cried Horace
In a rage. "And I warn you that we
Nhall act without paying the slightest

Isn't It?
How very odd! You'll have to see the
governor and our solicitor about that
I've senile impor
settlement, though
The police arc
tant business here.
chasing a t>nlly convict chap under (lie
cliff yonder, so you'll have to excuse
me.
You know there's nothing like a
little convict shooting to break the
blooming monotony—what ?"
He turned and rushed off down the
man.

Tike turned to look after
him in mute astonishment and then
turned to Ktliel. She refused to meet
his glance, and the hot blood rose to attention to you!"
Pike straightened up a tride.
her face as she felt his scrutiny.
"Your sister kind of hinted In her
She tapped nervously with her foot,
of
and the astonishment grew in Daniel's letter that you think a good deal
I supface. He looked from her to where AI· this French lady—the widow.
merle bad disappeared and back to her pose you have made up your mind to
or poorer, eh?
agalu. Then he took a step forward take her for richer
as If to speak and stopped.
Finally Now, what's she going to give yon?"
Horace stopped short In horrified
the dawning horror in his face took
amazement
concrete form, and he epoke.
"Seven huu
"Why. I thought you'd charge her
"That!" lie groaued.
dred and flfty thousand dollars for lomethlng—Just a little. Ain't that the
that! Say, how much do they charge way over here?"
"It seems impossible for you to unfora real man over here anyway?"
But she was unable to meet his eye derstand our motives In trying to lift
Turning quickly, with her cheeks dam ourselves above the common herd.
between us
lug with shame and auger, she rushed Tou are trying to Interfere
into the hotel and left him standing jnd the fine flower of Europe." went
•>u Horace excitedly.
speechless on the spot.
Pike straightened up and looked him
tn the eye quizzically.
CHAPTER XI.
"I never heard none of the folks
Λ Cl.ASH OK WILLS.
around Kokomo speak of your pa as
a
required some minutes for Dan a 'flne flower,' but we thought heap
ma
lei Yoorhees Pike to get over thi of him, and when he married your
I never
amazement that possessed bin he was glad to get her. and
settlewhen Ethel fled from him lu sue! heard that ne asked for any
evident confusion.
ment When she took him be was a
His usually alert ipind seemed lnca poor man, but If he'd had $750,000 I'll
pable of concerted effort In the prope. bet he'd 'a' given It for her."
direction, and the dazed look ou hi.
Horace turned ehort about aud reface remained there until Marian· tired from the scene. It was evidently
came to tell him that his rooms wen Impossible to argue with this plebeian.
ready and that llerr von Urollerhagei As he went toward the gates be met
Then for the (lrsi Alineric and Lady Creech and informwas awaiting him.
time he awoke, and, with a sigh of res ed them eloquently of the 111 success
iguatlon as he realized the battle bt of his attempt to reason with tbe lawhad before him, he gave a curt ordei yer. Then he went out again to tbe
that the automobile, which bad brokec fllff.
down on the road to the hotel, shouic
Almeric accompanied him a few
In the entrance garden, foi
be
and then turned off to tbe vil-

stairway.

IT

whatsoever.
"And that—that—nine cent imitation
of a man," he growled at last—"thaj
the
the
genu;
vilification
upon
homo!" he finished, with a flash ol
pride. Then be wecl off to his room*
and tried to adjust himself to the matter as he saw It and Incidentally to
bring some of that astute legal training gleaned from contact with farmers,
promoters and other cltlzenu to'bear
—

and

"Aud you remembered"—

"Why. It's the donkey

Incident could be supposed to hav<
beaten. It stood alone In a little hoi
low square by itself and positively re
fused to surrender to any comparison

start be turned to her again, speak-

child."
"From yonr picture, though now 1
see it alu't no much like you," be an
Mvered. and she stepped forward, wltt
astonish ment.
"You have a photograph of me?"
"The last time 1 saw your fatbei
alive be gave it to me—to look at"

/

"TUE CARAUIMERI H t'Ai III.Il ) OU WILL ORDER THE CHAUFFEUR TO
ST Ε I' FORTH FROM THE UACH1SE."

placed

ing eagerly:

"But,
then recovered himself.
then. 1 wouldn't remember blm. lie
couldn't have been more than twelve
when you was home last Of course
I'd 'a' known you"—
"You
Ethel.
demanded
"How?"
couldn't haVe seen me since I was a

ν

he proposed to do some tinkering upor
It.
"If that don't beat"— he muttered
to himself and then allowed the re
mark to remain unfinished, for ht
could not imagine one thiug that tht

mighty

"My friend, you are teaching me to
respect your country, not by what you
brag, but by what you do."

"How's that?" asked Pike.
"1 see how a son of that great democracy can apply himself to a dirty
machine while bis eyes are full of
visions of one of its beautiful daugh-

ters."
"Doc, tiiere's sand In your gear box!"

"Now. you go
Then he looked up.
down to the kitchen aud make signs
for some of the help to give you a
bunch of nice clean rags."
For an Instant the Gorman drew
himself up haughtily.
"What Is it you ask me to do?"
"Get me some more rags." said Danand Von Grollerhagen bowiel

quietly,

ed low.
"I'd go myself, but It wouldn't be
safe to leave the machine."
"You fear this famous bandit would
steal it?" laughed the German.
"No: there's parties around liore
*

might think It was a settlement."
"My friend." Von Grollerhagen said
gravely. "1 do not understand."

"That's where we are In the same
fix. doc." «aid Pike, with a chuckle,
and bent over the machine again,
while Von Grollerhagen departed «·ιι
his mission.
While I'Ike worked he thought, and
the thoughts finally arrived at the
point where ue saw that all he had
to do to save the girl he had come so
far to see wns to ett tight on his refusal. He had accurately gauge*I the
noble earl and his Interesting son and
sister-in-law. and he knew that It w.is
a thousand to one that they would not
was no
agree to a marriage If there

on

the pergola were rustling in
that no wind should have

taken alive! I have no weapon, but 1
shall find a way to cut ray throat!"
"Are you the bandit they're looking
for?" asked Daniel, with Interest.
"They <-ii 11 me that? How close are
they?" asked the other, with sudden
fright. Pike looked at the gates aid
heard a clank of sabers off on the road.
"There!" lie said and stripped off his

puzzled.
"Yes. If you choose to put it that
way."
"You mean you want to put aside
something of your own to buy a lot
and start housekeeping"—
"No." she tlured. "I mean a settlement upon Mr. St. Aubyn directly."
"You mean you want to give It to

"A

day."

gleamed with hope.
"You are an American?" he said,
making preparations to descend.
"They haven't made anything else
out of me." answered Daniel. ai;d the
refugee climbed down and leaned
weakly against the car.
"If you give me up I shall uot be

Pike,

"How much do you want to give
him?" aeked Pike thoughtfully.

Daulel

the carablnierl were pursuing.
"Est ce que vous etes un homme «le
bon coeur? Je ne suis pas coupable!"
("Are you a kind hearted man? I am
not guilty!") he begau, when Pike cut
him off with a shake of the head.
"There ain't any use In the world
your talking to me like that." he said
mournfully, and the refugee's eyes

ly.

only

aside.

man

"And you could have arranged the
settlement In the same way," went on
Ethel unhcedlngly.
"Settlement! You seem to have settled It pretty well wltuout me," re-

him?"
"If that's the

man

a
way
caused.
As he looked the figure of a man a|>peared over the top of the vines and
a pale face looked into his with Imploring eyes. Pike looked at lilm <-al:ti
ly and knew at once that this was the

"Ile told me his name, but I can't
"
remetpher It. I call hlin 'doc.'
"It doesn't mutter. What does matter Is that you needn't have come.
You could have written your consent."
"No. mn'ain, not without seeing the
young man," answered Tike resolute-

asked

the

"They've got ^two companies of the
Out my way the town
tin soldiers.
marshal would have had him yester-

leaves

ly.

my dot. my dowry"—
"Money, you mean?"

gen waved
smiled.

money In sight.
"They'll make more'n one bid for old
Simpson's money," he assured himself
and then looked up quickly, for the

spared this—this mortification/*
"You mean I mortify you?
Why, I

turned Pike, smiling.
"You don't understand," said Ethel
impatiently. "An alliance of this sort
always entails a certain settlement."
She paused. "Please listen. If you
were at all a man of the world I
should not have to explain that In
marrying Into a noble house I bring

t'1^6
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Make the Colts Qood Walkers.

While riding through Aroostook County last week we chanced to meet a gen"irUD THK PLOW."
tleman who is raising a few colta for the
market. He took u· in behind a handsome up beaded, stylish five-year-old
on practical agricultural topic
Correspondence
la solicited.
AddreM all communications lo
that would weigh something like 1000
tended (or this department to HXKBT D
pounds, was well put up, and could trot
Hammond, Agricultural Editor Oxford Dera
quite a sharp gait, say right around three
ocrat, Paris. Me.
minutes, which seemed to be about his
limit, but be was a remarkably poor
Farms Are Not in Danser.
walker, in fact, for a young, active, apPeople who become farmers usually parently high lived horse he was about
are those who like farming, just as iu
the meanest walker we ever sat'bobind.
every other calling in life. All the sons After speeding him up and down the
of a farmer cannot be expected to become streetafew times the owner took a
sweep
farmers, any more than all the sods of a out through the oountry where the roads
shall
or
a
mechanic
or
kind
lawyer
any
were somewhat hilly, and incidentally
become lawyers or mechanics.
asked us what such a horse ought to
Personal choice has a good deal to do
bring. Such a question is a good deal
with occupation, although it is true that like
having a woman ask you if you do
environment plays an important part. It not think Charlie
would make a good boy
happens frequently that good lawyers or in your ofliie. We were rather stuck
or
mechanicians
clergymen or doctors
for an answer and finally were obligeai to
are lost in poor farmers, and good farmtell the man that the price that his colt
ers are lost in poor lawyers or doctors or
would bring would depend very largely
or
mechanicians.
clergymen
upon the customer, and then we tried as
Farming is a calling in which natural kindly as possible to demonstrate what
aptitude counts for a good deal, and a we meant If a man wanted a good-lookman who eugages in agriculture without
ing horse to trot him up and down the
this essential asset is a very unfortunate
highway in the village this horse was
being.
worth $200 or $300. If be wanted a good
It is true, of course, that many young
horse to road him off in the
looking
men who might have made excellent
from six to ten miles an hour,
country
in
farmers have been swallowed up
large over ordinary country roads, he wasn't
cities, and have failed to realize any kind worth bis
board, and we told him frankly
of ambition; but this is not nearly so
that we would not pay the freight on
often the case as it was a few decades
him to Watervllle for our own driving,
ago.
and yet the horse had a good many good
When a farmer's life meant issolation
qualities, was sdUnd, kind and fearless,
and uurelieved drudgejy, the glawor of three
very essential qualities nowadays,
the city had an intense fascination for but he wouldn't
go up a hill as fast as
the growing boy or girl whose romantic
you could back a loaded team, and innature was stirred by the bright pictures
stead of improving as he traveled he got
of the rewards that awaited ambitious
leg weary and grew worse instead of betmarkets
of
trade.
in
the
crowded
youth
ter.
That isolation has almost wholly disNow of course, thert> are exceptions,
appeared, aud the farmer in the couutry and there are colts that never could be
today is in touch with the business man taught to walk even fairly well, but the
in the city through the telegraph, the
gait of the average horse is purely an
telephone, the newepaper, the rural free acquired one, and a colt should be taught
delivery, the railroad, the trolley car and to walk fast and prompt before he is alall tbo*e agencies that have brought the lowed to trot a
step, and unless he gets
country and the city so close together.
his education in walking before he knows
Improved methods of farmmg have anything about trotting he never will get
abolished a great deal of the drudgery it at all. This horse that we rode after
that formerly was the enevitable lot of would have been worth $500 or $600 if
the tiller of the soil, and the up to-date with his other
accomplishments he had
agriculturist is a business man in every been an extra good walker, and he would
sense of the word.
have been worth $300 or $400 if be bad
The grange has helped a great deal to been
just an average walking horse. Nothbring all ends and corners of the rural ing is more restful or enjoyable for the lovpopulation into close central touch, and er of a good horse than to ride after him at
so multiply and deepen the social interthe walking gait, if it is a fast, easy, natests of the farmer's family.
ural gait, and there is something that
and
the
the
have
city
So close
country
should be taken into account by those
come to each other that no member of
who are engaged in raising horses for the
the farmer's family has any right to have market. We know an old fellow who
of
the
about
delusions
great
prizes
any
raised a great many steers and in breakvalue that may be picked up by any
ing them he always used a pair of horses
stranger iu the city streets. In the city on ahead of them, so as to
give them the
as well as the couutry it is generally unof walking quickly in their work.
practice
will
work
alone
derstood now that hard
So successful was be in this that his oxen
win the rewards of life.
and steers became famous for their abiliThe well-to-do farmer must know that
"
ty to walk as fast as the average horse."
he enjoys mmy advantages over the
When cattle were much used on the road
in the city,
of equal station
man
this was a very desirable qulification.
even if none but the physical advantages
What we say in regard to training
of life in the country be considered. Ilis
horses to walk fast applies equally to all
ihildren are certain of fresh air and pure
classes and breeds. No heavy horse used
food aud the health and strength that
for draught purposes should be allowed,
nearness to nature brings.
much less compelled to trot a step, loadThe exodus from the farms has pretty
ed or light, hence the importance of hava
well ceased, and there is to be noted
ing the draught horses good walkers, of
disposition on the part of city people to all others. It doesn't make any differthe country.
return to
Agriculture ence whether it is a speed horse, a show
promises to be more remunerative than horse or an every day business horse, a
ever, and garden product· especially will
good walker is worth from 20 to 50 per
continue to increase in value to render
cent, more than an indifferent walker,
the farmer's efforts more prolitable than
everything else being equal, and in a
they have ever been.
great majority of cases there is nothing
I believe that in the natural order of
easier than to train a colt to walk fast if
the
to
will
be
populated
things the farms
you only teach him this gait before you
desirable degree, aud the complaint of
try to make a trotter of him. Rememthe abandonment of the farms by the
ber, please, that the walking gait should
to
have
will
cease
any
risiug generation
always be first. Then if he happens to
force.—J. Lewis Ellsworth, in Boston have
any speed it is easy enough to devellllobe.
op him, but if he is a failure as a trotter,
he is almost dead sure to be as a walker
Soil Drainage.
if you attempt to reverse the order of
of
the
importance
his education.—Turf, Farm and Home.
Discussing
sarv drainage (or fullest success in farm I
i^ciurçoianuu iu ιτι··ι·«(
ing Prof. Paul Cook made the following!
» Sorra,, Ν. H., Farmers
F. H. Morse, of Waterford, Oxford
County, Me., in addition to the· labors
«oil fertility, lack ol »«·■ connected with hie large dairy and
for crops, lack of warmth inthe soi
orchards, lin'is time for other practical
*"1 farm work
bave been brought about by
upon his cultivated land and
U.J
in the waste places of the farm. Last
drainage „ol, ... th. .Urla«. o( th.
Water
instead of drainage from Wow.
spring several thousand pine seedlings
should leave the soil from below and not were purchased and set on a portion of
surface.
on
the
evaporate or remain
I the farm unavailable for use in cultivated
Of a field in a wet eeison crops. These seedlings were puichased
m,k.a th. ·»» able to ..and
from a New York nursery, and came in
When water gets into fine condition for setting. The land was
test of a dry one.
the soil air follows, and where air Κ plotted as far as" possible and staked for
■ .(ant roots will soon be.
In other words, the rows wherever there was space availuoderdrains carry off the water, \oo>
able for rnuning straight lines. With an
up the plant food ancWorganic matter assistant the work of transplanting berootthe
for
make the soil available
gan, and it was soon found that the trees
lets of the plants.
could be set very rapidly. At first a
βηι. II
this
result,
will
of
tiles
The laviug
give
common ice chisel was used to make the
them
to
not
care
if
do
sys-1
and
lay
you
opening in the soil, but as occasionally a
tematicaily over the field you cau lay I bad jar was received from bitting a rock
hem in places where the water collects an old adze was used in its stead. Mr.
Certain places should be tap I Morse thinks this or some other similar
the most
,„ d and the tile should follow the contool is as good as any other for this work.
of the land, or the places that have Λ careful survey of the plantation a few
tbe same level.
days ago failed to show any dead seedTo net the water out of a
I lings, and every tree had new wood tips
of
I
budt
be
nlace a sink basin should
averaging from two to six inches in
and the tile should lead near the length.
be
tHe
the
bottom. The ditch for
Mr. Morse is enthusiastic over this exI
■»f l..Ast '2 feet deep, and it is a hard pr
periment, and now expects to continue
Ne* Hampshire ». the plantation over a much larger area
account of the rocky nature of the soil.
next season. Ile joins with the writer
-I in the belief that in the near future the
The tiles should be laid perfectly
either bv a water test or by a >·«>· " practical application of forestry ideas
they are laid this way there is no danger will serve to cover our barren hilltops
of water remaining iu the sagsof the and old, worn pastures with a luxuriant
I he
pipes freezing aud breaking them.
growth of profit-bearing timber trees,
joints should be well made η or- and that the now varied productions of
fn>m
sediment
g
ge
der to prevent any
the state will be increased to a large exiu, and the outlets should beι welIprο \ tent. Maine's present legislature, recogtfi-ted for the same reason. If tnere
nizing the necessity of husbanding the
not a great fall in the land, the tile should resources of the state, among other wise
be laid deeper at one end than the other. acts passed a law exempting land covered
There are three different kinds of tiles, with a planted forest from taxation for a
and I prefer the verified, round,
term of years. This will help the work
The clay tile is no gocri be- of reforestation.—B. Walker McKeen, in
sewer tile.
and
Uis
in
it.
there are soft places
Tribune Farmer.
liable to break in the
ril* is too expensive, I would advise tn ι
Sheep in the Orchard.
laying of stones, but they
J. S. Woodward, the veteran orchardist
satisfaction, and it is slow
of Lockport, X. Y., says in Rural New
them The s'/e of tile should not be less
» Yorker:
than three inches
If B. A. will put ten eheep to the acre
the amount of water it is «■XMW» "
in his orchard early in spring and keep
The tile should be Woitt· them there all summer, feeding tbem
carry
((round eac.pt -here th·
enough wheat bran to keep tbem thriviug,
ered with water, and then it is best
and do this every year, he need not have
othlay it on boards.
any thought about cultivating every
More than this, he will find his
er year.
Produce Your Own Food.
orchard making an abundant growth of
the healthiest wood aud plenty of fruit.
If trees are no more than ten or fifteen
years old it will be very necessary to prohere? The tect tbem from the
sheep. This he can
fact is we eat too much and prodluce too do by putting wire netting about the
little
We have become familiar wi η trees, or by making out of wire and laths,
the saving that the day for low P"ces
something like a picket fence to set up
(»nn products I,as gone
about each tree. Further than this he
must provide plenty of drinking water
to tha sreater
for the sheep. Of course the sheep will
of
purchase. The cutting up
eat limbs, leave* and fruit as high as
they can reach, but this will not do auy
harm, and there will be just as much
fruit, and better fruit, than if no sheep
The sheep
were kept in the orchard.
arouse every man who tills th
will do another thing; they will eat every
w
that care over stock and crop· which
apple that falls, as soon as it falls, and
in this way will do much towards keeping
codling moths out of the fruit. Do not
tb ink of ever plowing the orchard. If be
wants to do anything, after the sheep are
"
takon out at apple-picking time,go in with
died a cutaway or spading harrow and run over
». get I· h, >im.g th. the
ground two or three times, and sow
of
two bushels of rye per acre, cultivating
it in to cover ground, bold the leaves
he who huaUaa and thinks aa be from blowing away and forming early
u
timm «ill be in the front rank on marIn this
pasture for the sheep in spring.
M Twitchell, in Maine way his orchard will do far tetter than
Farmer.
by any system of cultivation, and at no
expense in compariaou.

»®®β"Ί

South Paris, Maine.
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soothes,
h ils ami protects
the
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h ami drives
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upon the case.
Horace In the meanwhile had walked
along the cliff, wrestling with the situThere
ation as It appeared to him.
was not the faintest doubt in his mind
that the noble earl would break off the
match because of the humiliation his
equally noble family had been subjected to by the Incursion of this vulgar guardian.
Hot and tired, he

returned to tbe

blouse. "Did they see you climb that
wall?"
"I think nut." murmured the num.
"Do .vou know anything «bout automobiles?" asked Daniel, holding ont
the coat.
"Not η tiling In the world." replied
the other despairingly.
"Then you're a chauffeur, all right."
returned the lawyer, forcing the rough
garment on the man. "Her··; climb In

under that muchlne. and don't you
Pretend you
dare unscrew anything.
are

fixing."

He pushed the refugee toward the
inachlne and saw him wriggle beneath
It. then heard Mariano's agitated voice
calling in the hotel. An Instant later
the maître d'hotel rushed out to the entrance gales and throw them wide
open, revealing two carabinier! without. who Immediately entered. Then
ensued a conversation in Italian that
was pure Sanskrit to Tike, who looked
The commandan with calm Interest

With

a

keen glance, Von Grolierha-

binlcrl returned he said casually to
Von Grollerhagen:
"You'll ba\e le get a new front tire,
That one is pretty near gone,
doc.
(tetter have Jim here put on the spare
one when he gets through."
The tier mail looked at him.
"l>o vuii know what you are asking

do'?"
"To have a new front tire put on,"
answered the lawyer. The police were
looking on with Interest, and finally
Mariano ap| roached.
"T'e cmaliiiiieri. with all excuses,
beg that .vou %flil order the chauffeur
io step forth from the machine."
i'lke made an exclamation.
"No. sir! I worked on that machine
myself for three hours. He's got his
hands full of nut* and holts and
screws half fastened. We want to get
the Job finished. Tell them to go on up
Main street with ι heir Knights ot
Pythias parade and come around some
lite to

day when we're not busy."

Mariano held a hurried consultation
with the carabinier! aud turned back.
"Because the chauffeur have been
engage today the carabinieri ask ten
thousand (tardons, but inquire bow
long he have been known to bis em-

ployer."

"How long! Why, he was raised on
doc's father's farm!"
"if that Is so"— began Mariano.
"So? Of course It's so. Tell 'em,
doc!"
The
German looked at Mariano

gravely.

"You have heard my friend say It."
"I have your permission. Herr von
Grollerhngen. to reveal your incognito
to the cnrnhlnlerl?"
"Is it necessary?"
"Otherwise they will not depart."
"Very well; tell thetn. But 1 rely

upon them to preserve my Incognito
from all others."
Mariano smiled.
"Monseigneur, they depart," and
turned to the uniformed men. An Instant later these swung through the
gate and went their way. Pike looked

after them in astonishment.
"lie must have mesmerized the militia. eh. doc?" and signed to the refuHe
gee to come out from the car.
was a pathetic figure as he emerged
aud held out his hands.
"To you both I give thanks"— But
Vou Grollerhagen cut In:
"My American friend has placed
himself—and myself—in danger of the

penal code of Italy for protecting you.
Perhaps you will be good enough to

xH us know for what we have Incriminated ourselves."

[TO

BB

CO.TTIlfUBO.]

THE NUMBER SEVEN.
It

Rarely Occurs In the Science of
Weights and Measures.

How would you define "seven?" The
Standard Dictionary suys It (a "on·
more than six." Webster's calls It "one
more titan six or one less than eight."
The abridged Webster says it is "live
and two." and the Century's definition
runs "one more than six; the sum of
three and four."
In metrology—that is, the science of
weights and measures—«even Is comparatively rare. The seven days of
the week form a striking example of
its use. however.
Scholars have found, too, that the
Egyptian cubit contained seven hand"Cubit" Is from the Latin
breadths.
"cubit uni." the elbow, or the distance
from the elbow to the end of the mid-

dle finger. The Roman cubit was one
and a half Itoman feet or 17.4 English
inches, but the royal Egyptian cubit,
used In the building of the pyramids
of Ci/eh. perhaps ST**» If. C., has Itcen
learned from measuring sticks found

EngIn the tombs to have lieen
llsli Inches. The ordinary cubit was
divided Into six palms or handbreaths,
and the use of seven In the Egyptian
cubit is ascribed by some investigators
to a probable custom of placing the
hand behind the elbow when measuring along walls with the forearm and

on the wall until the arm
It should he
laid down again.
added that there arc many other cubits
of widely different values, both anctcnt
and modern.—Rochester Democrat and
was

Chronicle.

A LION

HUNT.

Which Hunter·
Usually a Case
Goad the Game Into Combat.
There Is a distinction lrt Africa beeattween ordinary lions and "man
ers." says T. It. MacMechen In McClure's Magazine. The ordinary lion
The
does not willfully attack man.
In

at night on
presence of lions roaming
the veldt Ν not disturbing to any native nor to whites who have come to
understand the beast. Persons returndo
ing to their camps after nightfall
not notPe the roaring of lions or the

•4

You tire an Amcrlcnnt"

ant of the file addressed the lawyer In
long speech, to which I'ike smiled
and waved ο cigar.
a

"Wishing .«ou many happy returns,
colonel," lie slid genially, and Mariaim
hastened forward.
The*
"Il is the robber of Itussla.
think he climb the wall, ttic assassin
The others, they surround all yonder.
Tliwse two. they search here. Tliey ask
liiui
you please, «ignore, have you seen
climb the wall."
"No." replied Daniel shortly. turniiiK
away.

j

Russian."

shrugged

leaving it

"They ask. then, has any one crossed
the lawn?" went on the servant.
steps
"No." replied Daniel, and as he spoke
lage, for be said be simply must tak<q t
one of the men pointed his gun beAnd Lady
another look at that pup.
neath the car at the figure lu the Ιοιι«
Creech announced that she Intended
blouse.
to have "forty winks" In her own
"He ask who that Is. slgnore," said
room. Five minutes later Daniel, lookMariano
excitedly, also pointing.
of
rendition
ing up from a superb
"The new chauffeur for the machine
"Dolly Gray," saw her glaring at biiu
from Paris." nnswered I'lke casually
from her window.
with a liow. the two went off. out
Then came tbe Herr von Grollerha- and.
to the right and the other to the left
was the same
hotel.
He
the
from
gen
As they disappeared Vou Grollerhage:
calin, imperturbable Individual as ever,
across the grass witl
and he smoked with tbe languid aban- came wulkin*r
In Ills hands and mi
white
some
rags
He
to
ease.
apdon of a man born
amused smile u|>on Ids face.*
proached Daniel with a smile.
"Is there a new eruption of Vesu
"You make progress, my friend?" he
vlus?" he asked, waving the cloths.
asked, and Daniel smiled at him.
Daniel met him and <ook the rags.
"Your machine's like a good 'many
he said dryly. "It's an eruptloi
"No."
Its
In
sand
It's
doc.
gear
got
people,
of colonels trying to arrest a likl
box."
At that moment Mariano hastened school professor. I've got him undei
! out and fumbled nervously with the your car there, yonder."
Von UrollJr·
lock on tbe big gates.
The start the German gave would
have been ludicrous lu any other situa
bageu turned Instantly.
"You are locklug us lu," be said,
tlon.
i "No. herr," replied the servant; "I
"My friend." he said, "do you reali/.«
lock some one out—that bandit who the |tenalty for protecting a c-rlmlna
have not been captured. Tbe ctiralil- from arrest?"
nlerl warn all to lock tbe gates for an
"1 told them be was your chauffeur
Soon they will capture that We'll be proud of the risk, doc." Hi
hour.
wicked oue. M'sleu. this convict Is a turnCd to the refugee under the ma
1

your own father." Aud (be German
his shoulders lu protest
There was a clatter of arms, aud Pike
looked up
"Look nut!" he said. "The governor's
stall' is cowing buck." And as the cura-

us

chlue. "This man owns the car," h<
went on. "You can truat him the sami |

cries of leopards or hyenas.
It Is seldom that people bent upon
domestic errands carry weapons in the
darkness, although at night the veldt
of Itrltlsh Fast Africa Is alive with
roaming béants, which may be heard
from the verandas of the houses.
Lions give the passing man a wide
berth, day or night, when It Is apparAn
ent that he means no mischief.
ordinary ll<»n. even when wounded,
will try flight before fight. When Its
If
escape Is disputed It will, especially
wounded, try to maul Its enemy with
teeth and claws.
A lion hunt Is usually a chase In
which the hunters goad the game Into
combat. Once a lion has tasted human
blood, however. It Is no more afraid of
the weakman. but learns that he Is
est of atdmals and the choicest 01
meat. Such a lion Is known as a man
eater because now he hunts man.

Ready Replies.

Oue of Lord Carmarthen's future
constituents once asked the youthful
candidate his opinion upon some abstruse question of which he knew
nothing. "Let him alone!" cried another derisively. "Don't you see he'·
nothing but a baby?" "What do you
think?" reiterated his Inquirer, heedless of the interruption and deter-

mined to have an answer. "I think,"
said Lord Carmarthen, with ready wit,
"that It Is high time for all babies to
be In bed." and so saying he gathered
from
up his papers and disappeared

platform.
Again—and

the

this last anecdote Is so
to have become well
nigh historical—«t a crowded meeting
Just before his election, he was interrupted by the question. "Does your
mother know you're out?" "Yes, she
does," was the instant retort, "aud by
Tuesday night she will know I'm in."
His
proved correct, and he
well known

as

prophecy

headed the poll by

a

large majority.

!

Bethel.
West Parte.
Coroner H. A. Packard wu called to
The annnal veterans reanion of-Co. P,
©sford δ era oc rat,
9th Maine Regiment and Co. C, 8th Régl- Bryant'· Pood 8anday, on account of the
ISSUED TUESDAYS.
ai eat wiU.be held oa Friday of this week, •ad drowning acoident.
THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL
"
Mr. W. ▲. Bunting returned from GorAugust 20, at The Pine·," the home of
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Dunham. There bam, Ν. H., Tuesday, where be bad aabSECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
SOUTH PARIS, MAINS, AUG. 17,1909
will be quite a number of invited frieods •tituted for the operator at the Grand
and a good time ia expected. Dinner Tronk station and wa· font to Lenoz"
"
relieving agent the
will be furniahed according to the usual viiie, Canada, aa
Paris HUL
Forbes,
A rwood A
arrangements and will be aerved in Cen- •arae evening.
v.
W. F.

THE OXFORD BEAKS.

ESTABLISHED 1S».

Site

G.
Hill, pu·
Baptist Church, Be
Preaching every Sunday at 10:45 a. M.
Sunday School at 12. Sabbath evening Mrvtoe
E.
rOBBKS.
A.
UKOXOK M. \TWOOD.
at 7:3b.
Prayei Meeting Thursday evening at
7 30.
Covenant Meeting the lut Friday before
AU
the lat Sun· lay of the month at 2 30 r. M.
Tkkms :—#1.50 a year If pal>l strictly In advaaoe. not otherwise connected are cordially lnylted.
Knlcker4
cent».
▲.
Otherwise #2.00 » year. Single copie·
Uni versa list Church, Kev. C.
lOcker, Pastor. Preaching every Sunday at
AU legal advertisement· 10:46 A. M.
Αι>7ΚΒΤΐ8ΚΜΚΜΤβ:
Sunday School at 11:45.
for
Insertion»
consecttve
tlJO
il* given three
per Inch In length of column. Special contract·
At the annual meeting of the Paria
ui»ite with local, transient and yearly advertisHill Library Association held at Hamlin:
er*.
Memorial Hall on Wednesday, Aug.
Job PaMTiNO
Sew type, fast presses, electric
officers were elected
power, experienced workmen and low price· 11th, the following
combine to make this department of our bust- for the ensuing year:
aoii· complete and popular.
P.
X.
Andrews.
President—Mise
Vice-President—Mrs. L B. Merrill.
J.
C.
Treasurer—Mr·.
Cummings.
4IN«4LB COPIES.
Stcretary—Mrs. J. M. Thayer.
Directors— Mrs. E. H. Jackson, Mrs. G. W. Γ.
Single Copie· of the Democrat are four cent·
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by Hill, Ml.*s Agnes M. Brown.
the publishers or for the convenience of ]>atrone
Mr aud Mrs. George H. Cummings of
jingle copies of each lseue have been placed on
«ale at the following places in the County
Mechanic Falls are visiting at W. H.
Κ <41 tor· umI

Π ret

Proprietor·.

tor.

—

Paris,
Norway,

Drug Store.
Soye·* Drug Store.
Stone'· Drag Store.
Alfred Cole, Postmaster.
Mrs. Harlow, Poet Offlce

south

Shurtleff'*

Buck Held,
Parle I1U1.
West Paris.

Samuel T. White.

Aug. 24®.—Eastern Maine Fair, Bangor.
Aug ώ.-Meeting of Sumner Sol Men»' Veteran
Association. C»nton.
Aug. J7 —Unveiling of memorial tablet to Hannibal Hamlin on the <-enttnnlal anniversary

of his birth. Pari* Hill.
Aug. '.'T.—Examination for state teachers' certlttcatee, *outh Paris and other places.
Aug. 38.—'Grange Held day, fair grounds. South
Paris.
Aug. 30.—Grange Held day, Fryeburg.

31-Sept. 3.—Central Maine Fair. Watervllle
H-9.—Mnine State Fair, I.ewt-ton.
14,15.16.—Oxford County Fair.
21,23, β.—Androscoggin Valley Fair, Can-

ton
Sept. SS, '.'9, 30.—We t Oxford Fair, Fryeburg
Nov. ». 10. 11.—Meeting of Maine State Potuo-

loglcal Society, Norway

Jan. 4, 5, β.—Exhibition or Western Maine Poultry Association, South Parts.
NEW

ADVKKT1SEMENTS.

I.ense» for the Kves.
Before Vou Start on Your Vacation
The Maine Power Company.
The "Go Between."
For Sale or to Let.
•i Notices of Bankruptcy.

Work of Company D at Augusta.
The members of Company D of Norway returned from the annual muster at
Augusta Wednesday of last week and
report a very pleasant and profitable enThe officers of the 2nd
campment.
Kegiment all uuite in declaring this one
of the best encampments held in recent
years, the âne behavior of the men and
the willingness to work hard to improve
the instructions gi<ren them, being two
of the particularly noticeable features of
this ten-day's work in the tented city.
The relations between the members of
the National Guardsmen and the two
companies, Κ and L. of the Fifth United
States Infantry, which were present with
them, were very cordial and the presence of the regulars and their willingness to give the guardsmen any information they had acquired by their long
service, helped to make the muster a line
school for members of the Second Regiment.
To the people in this vicinity the
shooting of Company D men is the principal matter of interest. This year,
as in former encampments, they took a
prominent part, and their work was excellent. The fact that they lost th«
company team match for the first time
for several years was of course a disappointment to tbeui, but they still claim
the honor of being the banner company
of the state and their defeat is easy tu

explain.

The company team match is open to
teams of tive men from any compauy in
the Second Regiment. This year for the
lirst time a rule was made allowing only
one commissioned officer to shoot on the
As tbe three best marksmen in
team.
Co. L> are commissioned officers, it will
be easily seen that this ruling was a big
handicap to this company. The rule wa«
made at such a late date that otber members of the company had no opportunity for practice and although there are
some tine marksmen besides the officers,
they cannot be expected to shoot well
without practice. This was the position
iV>
Γ) found themselves in and thev
decided that they would not enter a team
in the match. However, they were persuaded to do so and liai shed in second
position. Company F of Dover winning
with a score of 288.
Company D's score
was 282.
Lieut. C. A. Marston, tbe officer who
shot with the team, won third prize, a
list of individual prizes being given to
tbe high men.
The match which aroused the most interest was one arranged between a team
of eight men picked from the Second
Kegimeut and a team of the same size
This match was
from the Regulars.
shot Tuesday afternoon aud consisted of
work at 200 yards slow tire, 200 yard*
rapid tire, 600 yards slow tire, and a
skirmish run.
Adjutant <>ent-ral Dili
picked the team from the Second Kegi
ment and four of tbe eight men were
from Company D, not including W. P.
Marston, who was a member of this
company until he moved from South
Paris last spring and is now Color
Sargent and not attached to any company. No other compauy in the regiment bad more than one man on the
team, showing how highly the company
stands in its shooting.
The National Guard team made a
to a total of 1420 by
grand total of
the Regulars, a difference of 241 points
The scores of the Company D men were:
Capt. Stilee, 215; Lieut. Daugbraty, 214;
Lieut. C. A. Marston, 195; Corp. Whitebead. 219; Col. Sgt. W. P. Marston's
score was 200.
Corp. Whitehead with
his score of 219 was high man of the
match. His best work was on the 000
yard ranee where he made 49 out of a
possible 50.
Wednesday of this week the members
of Company D who are on the state team
go to Portland where they join the othet
members of the state team aud start for
the national tournament to be held at
Camp Perry, Ohio. The match there
will be run od a different plan this year.
The teams from the infantry, cavalry,
navy and state guards being divided into
three classes with a prize for each class.
The work of the Maine team last year
was such that they were placed in the
tint class and while this is of course an
honor, it will probably prevent them
from landing any prizes, as they must
go against the very best teams in the
country. Had they been placed in the
second class, their chances of winning
the trophy for that class would have
been excellent.
Farm
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Buildings
DUDLEY OK

ly-

Mr. and Mrs. Elias P.

PARIS

Morton of Au-

guests at O. A. Maxim's.
Mrs. Lyon gave the tea at the golf
links Saturday afternoon which was enjoyed by a good number.
Miss Grace Doe of Cambridge, Mass.,
is spending a vacation at Mrs. B. S.
Doe's.
At the meeting of the Hamlin memorial committees Tuesday evening, reports were made by the chairmen of all
committees indicating that the arrangements for Aug. 27th are progressing
well and that nothing but the weather
now remains to
prevent the exercises
from being a great event in the history
of Oxford County. A new committee to
have charge of the fakirs and grounds
This committee is Henry
va» elected.
D. Hammond, Perley F. Ripley and
Charles W. Bowker.
The golf links have been the center of
activity the past week, three prize events
The men's
having been played off.
handicap cup was won by Frederick T.
The putting match, Saturday
Case.
itternoon, was won by Mrs. Clayton K.
Brooke for ladies and Arthur Shaw fur
The first mixed foijrsome tournainen.
ment of the season was played on Friday and Saturday and was won1 after a
very close contest by Miss Helen Cole
and Raymond Atwood. The result of
each set played is as follows:
were

recent

IKKL1MINAKT.

I

Helen Cole and Kavmond Atwood beat Catherine Case and Orland Daniels, 3 up 2 to play.
KlIzalMith Care and Arthur Shaw beat Elizabeth Cham* and Ε. P. Staples, 4 uu 3 to play.
Mrs. C. B. Case and Mr. Knlcketbocker beat
Miss Tbonip-on aud Mr. Pevear, 3 up 2 to play.
Mary K. Case ami Mr. Brooks beat Julia Carter and Κ. T. Case, 2 up 1 to pla?.
Mrs. Bixoks and Fred Shaw beat Josephine
Cole and C. Ε Case,
up 4 to play.
SECOND BOUND.

Helen Co!e and Raymond Atwood beat Eliza
beth Case and Arthur Shaw, 1 up.
SKMI FINALS.

[C.

Helen Cole and Raymond Atwood beat Mr·.
E. Case and Mr. Knickerbocker, 2 up 1 to

"'ft

Brooks and Kred SUaw beat
Mr. Brook*, 3 up 2 to play.

I Case and

Mary F.

FINALS.

Helen Cole and Kavmond Atwood beat Mrs.

Brooks and Fred Shaw. 1 up.

There will be a masquerade party at
Academy Hall next Friday evening, unI der the auspices of the Universalist Cir·
jcle. All are cordially invited to appear
Admission 23 cents. Dancin costume.
ing free. Grand March at S o'clock.
Albert L. Burbank, Esq of Burbank,
Douglass A Co., Portland, was a guest at
the Uubbard House last week. Mr. Burbank was formerly Clerk of Courts fot
I Oxford County.
Prentiss 'Γ. Ripley, of West Somerville,
Mass., with his wife and little daughter,
his sister, Mrs. VV. E.
were guests of
Parlin, at the Ransome Ripley farm nortb
I of this village last week.
George Lunt, of New York, who was
I at Elmburst last summer, has returned
here for hie vacation.

Bryant's Pond.
Dr. Alfred Rogers and Mrs, Rogers
1 uesaay lor Minneapolis to
attend a medical convention held in that
city.
Dana O. Dudley and family will make
atrip tbe coining week to Aroostook
will leave

County.

The iaim building» owned by Amos
S. Bryant,situated one inile nortb of this
village, were destroyed by tire early
Wednesday inorniog. Mr. Bryant was
away from home at tbe time, and his
daughter, Mrs. Hayden, was alone.
The tire had made considerable headway around the porch chimney before
she discovered it and when the tire company reached there it was beyond their
The buildings, house, shed
control.
and barn were all connected, and very
little wan saved from either. The property wan ineuied for $1300, which will
not quite cover the loa-s.
Mr. Bryant
and Mrs. Hayden are staying for the
present with the family of Mr. Α. H
Allen.
Kraok Newell, with his two boys, left
Thursday for Biddef >rd, where he expects to tlnd employment in one of tbe
mills.
Mrs. Mark Allen and son Mason have
returned from a visit to Jonesport.
P. M. Morse aud family have moved
out of their upper rent and inteud to
locate iu Berlin. Their rent will be
occupied by frank Stevens.
North Paris.
Mrs. Ida M. Brown is at home for a
short time.
Wilfred Parker visited his sisters last
week, Mrs. Arthur Abbott and Mrs.
Trask.
The church has been newlv papered
and looks very nice. T. H. Flavin did
the work.
Mrs. Cad Dunham's sisters visited her
recently for a few days.
One of Mrs. Putney's sons is visiting
her for a few weeks.
North Stoneham.
Mrs Nancy Thomas is visiting at Wm.
Gammon's. Mrs. Thomas was Nancy
Stiles, and her home used to be here.
Warren and Herbert McKeen from
Lovell are helping J. C. Sawyer hay.
All the cottages around Lake Kezar
are full of summer boarders which make
business quite lively.
Capt. William Brooks visited friends
in this place last week. He is staying
at North Lovell this summer witb bis
daughter, Isabel! Brooks.

Burned.

Albany.

LOSES

BCILDIXeS, HAY, CATTLE AND HOUSES.
In the shower of last Friday evening,
lightning struck the barn of Charles S.
Dudley, situated on Steams Hill in
Paris, and the tire spread rapidly consuming the entire set of buildings and
nearly all the contents, including thirteen head of cattle, three horsee, about
forty tons of hay and most of tbe farming tools and household furniture.
Mr. Dudley, who is one of the largest
fanners in Paris, bad gone to South
Paris for the nigbt with his oldest son,
to take tbe early train for
ortland Saturday morning. Mrs. Dudley and the younger boy were at home
and tbe boy had retired for the night,
out Mrs. Dudley was still sitting up
when early in the progress of the shower
a bolt of lightning went into the barn
and the large quantity of hay, some
forty tons, spread the ft tmes very quick-

flanning

ly-

Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Pooler were guests
of Mrs. E. H. Jackson a few days recent-

gusta, Mr. Hersey Davis of Deering and
Mrs. Prank Adams of Litcbtield, Me

Coming Events.

Aug.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept

Cummings'.

Al! tbe stock except some young cattle at pasture and the horse that Mr.
Dudley bad driven to South Paris,
perished in the fiâmes, and there is some
evidence that they were all either stunned or killed by the lightning. It is
very doubtful if any could have been
saved bad help been at band. Richard
Gate· and other neighbors arrived as
soon as possible and assisted in getting
A
out a few things from the house.
mowing machine, bay spreader and barTbe
row were out and were saved.
flames soon communicated through the
burned
and
abed to the house
everything
in their path clean.
carried
an inMr.
Dodiey
Although
surance of two thousand dollars, that
amount will only partially cover bis lose,
which will probably be at least twioe the
Insurance.

Mrs. Belle Poster and little Dorothy
Blennerhassett of Lowell, Mass., are
visiting Mrs. Poster's sister, Miss Estelle
Bean.
There has been a large bear in Ora
Saunders' field lately.
Mr. and Mrs. John Holt of East Bethel
recently visited her Bister, Mrs. P. G.
Sloan.
Mrs. Charlie Connor visited her mother, Mrs. Mabel Bartlett of East Bethel,
last week.
Tbe Grangers held a dance at the Town
House, August 14tb.

Locke's Mills.

Mrs. Merrill of Portland who has been
with the Shaw party, at Mrs. Lena
Rand's camp, returned home Wednesday.
Mrs. Harriet Poster and Mrs. Azel
Bryant were at David Poster's Saturday.
Mrs. Moses Cummings Is visiting Mrs.
Abbie Jones.
Kussell Bethell of Norway Is spending
his vacation at D. N. Blake's.
We are aorry to learn that onr neighbor, Amos Bryant, had his entire set of
farm buildings deetroyed by fire Wednes-

day morning.

Rain is badly needed in this section.
The gardens are very dry.
Mrs. Ε. H. Marshall and son of South
Paris, are visiting her sister, Mrs. L. P.

Bryant.

Mr. and Mrs. Bert Rowe were at one
of the camps on Round Pond last week.
Mrs. Richard Wescort and granddaughter, Ruby of Portland, are at
George Woodman's camp.
A party of young people from Bethel
have occupied D. D. Peverley's camp on
North Pond for tbe last few days.
Mrs. B. W. Bass and son, Walter, of
Gorham, Ν. H., were at L. C. Trask's
last week.
Mr. and Mrs. A. K. Hicks are both in
very poor health.

Mi·· £. K. Burnham ia away with
tennial Hall.
Rev. and Mrs. D. R. Ford are in Port- friends spending her vaoation from bank
land for a vacation and for two Sundays, duties.
Thursday, Mrs. Florence Chapman,
preaching services are omitted at the
wife of Mr. Peter Watts of Portland
Methodist church.
Last Sunday the only preaching in died at her childhood's home in Bethel,
town was at the Free Baptist chnrcb and where she came to visit in hopes to rea cboir consisting of Mr. and Mrs. Wel- gain her health which had been failing
Funeraf"services
come, Mrs. White and Mr. Wheeler, with for some month·.
Mrs. Estes organist, furnished good ma· were held Friday" afternoon and tbe remain· taken to Portland for burial
uic.
Next Sunday at the morning servicea, Saturday morning.
"
"
Mr. Ceylon Rowe is ill at bis home.
Rally Sunday will be observed at the
Free Baptist church. The opening ser- Monday, Dr. Herbert Twitcbell of Portvice will consist of several exercises and land came to see him and Thursday Dr.
sooge by the children, followed by an ap- Mitchell of Portland came.
Thursday afternoon the Ladies' Club
propriate sermon by the pastor, Rev. L.
of the Congregational churob held their
W. Raymond.
Mrs. Emma W. Mann, who has become annual mid-summer fair and aale in Garquite an expert "chauffeur," took the land Chapel. The tables ^ere well filled
family automobile on quite a trip laat with fancy and useful artiolea and were
Wednesday. She took her oousin, Clar- well patronized. Ice cream and home
The taence E. Stearns, who is R. F. D. carrier made candy proved attractive.
on No. 1, over his route and arrived safe- ble· presided over by tbe Misses were
ly home without accident. As some of very tastefully arranged and attracted
The supper wan
the roads are rather difficult and several many purchasers.
ttteep hills, Mrs. Mano showed a skill in served at six o'clock and about 150 enhandling the machine which would com- joyed a very appetizing supper. Tbe
ladies are much pleased with their sucpare favorably with most aoyooe.
Miss Alice E. Barden is having a vaca- cess.
Francis Chandler of Norway, who ha·
tion and is camping out with her uncle,
Mr. Fred E. Dunham and family of been visiting his grandparents in Bethel
for three week», returned home Friday,
Rumford.
Mr. John Dnnham of Rumford is vis- accompanied by his brother, Harold, who
has been with his grandparents the past
iting his sinter, Mrs. C. F Barden.
Work on the new Grange ball which year, and will return after visiting his
been suspended some time on parente a few weeks.
has
Mr. S. C. Whitman, who ha· been in
account of lack of necessary supplies
has again been resumed.
charge of tbe corn shop for the past sevMr. and Mrs. Charles Blount of Bryant- en years has arrived to make preparaville, Mass., are visiting their nephew, tions for the season's canning. C. P.
Jesse ti. Dexter, and Mrs. Dexter's cous- Whitman, bis son, is with him. New
in, Mrs. Haley and daughter, Alice, are machinery will be placed this week. Mr.
French of Norway and Mr. Riggs have
also guests at the Maple House.
Mrs. R. T. Flavin and daughter, Ethel, been working in Bethel the past week.
are visiting her sister, Mrs. Minnie Mer- Mr. Riggs leaves next week for his shop
ia Leeds. Mr. Hunt will take the place
ret, at Bridgewater, Maes.
Miss Kffie Raymond is spending a few of the late Mr. Haskell, in "ordering in"
the corn.
weeks at Ocean Park.
Mr. G. P. Bean and Mrs. Ellen ChanMr. and Mrs. F. D. Welcome aod
dler
are having a bath room installed in
and
daughter, Alice, aod Mrs. Neal
daughter, Miss Bernice of Waltham, their houses.
Mass., are spending a three weeks' vacaMIDDLE INTKRVAI.B.
tion at the home of Mr. and Mrs. W. W
Mra. Benjamin Putnam of Portland
Dunham.
Mrs. George D. Robertson and daugh- has for some time been with her parents,
ter, Mirriam, of South Paris, are visiting Mr. and Mrs Smith, and her husband is
expected later on.
Miss Jennie M. Brown for a few days.
Ada Bean in the souvenir card business,
Mrs. Elva E. Locks is visiting her
West Bethel, was at home Sunday.
daughter, Mrs. Gerrish, at Auburn.
Mrs. Elvesa Deooeo is spending a few
Marjory Far well had a pleasant visit
of one week with her sister, Lena
days at Marshall's camp.
Miss Nellie Marshall is nurse for Mrs. Wight at Berlin.
Alaneon Tyler of West Bethel is here
Charles H. Curtis. A little son was born
to Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Monday of last occasionally in business with Post Card
Co.
week.
W. A. Bragg, representing Grand
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Ricker are visiting
their son and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Union Tea Co., was here the 12th of
E. Ricker, at Bristol, Ν. H., for two August.
Nettie Bolentine has been with her
weeks.
Our people were somewhat uervou* sister at tbe village for some time.
Florence Packard, daughter of J. B.
and frightened during the electric
shower of Friday evening and the light Packard of Monmouth recently in comfrom the burning buildings belonging to pany with ber cousin, Methel Packard of
Mr. Charles Dudley oa Stearns Hill was Bethel Hill called to see her aunt, Ellen
sufficient to make quite a light in the P. Kimball here.
Edith Kimball, daughter of B. W.
Much sympathy is expressed
village.
for Mr. Dudley and family in their severe Kimball formerly of Middle Intervale,
has been here among friend·.
l088.
Rev. Mr. Greene and family of Natick,
Ν. Η are here for a short etay and ocMason.
cupy tbe camp put up for their benefit.
Sumoer Shillings aod wife of Bolster's
Mrs. Lena Wight (nee Farwell) spent
Mills are viBiting his sister, Mrs. A. E. a Sabbath
recently at her home here
Tyler.
with her father and mother and sister·
Mrs. Arthur Hutchiuson and three and brother·.
children of Readiog, Mass., are visiting
Tbe many friends of Eva Farwell are
friends and relatives in town.
glad her health has so much improved.
Archie Hutchinsoo had the misfortune
Bert Akers, who moved from East
to cut one of hie horses quite badly
Bethel here for a short stay, has settled
while mowing for G. B. Mills. He drove on
Chandler Hill on the Ira Bean place.
oo to a scythe that had been laid down
Harold Power· has been forbidden cutIn the grass.
ting any more wood on the Maple and
Mrs. W. H. Mason has returned from Pine Farm
Waterford where she has been stopping
The ground looks almost scorched in
with her daughter, Mrs. Saunders.
Florence Ellen
some places it is so dry.
Mrs. Hersey Fernald of Pittsburg,
Harvey (nee Kimball) in western Massaher
Mrs.
is
sister,
Douglas chusetts, says water is failing and crops
Pa.,
visiting
Cushing.
are drying up there in many places.
Fred I.ovniov and friend Jackson from
Letter from New York says very dry
Norway bave been in town for a day or there. But in due season rain will come
two.
"
so be quiet,
ye growlers," and make
the best of what ye have and keep busy,
and be thankful that you are not worse
West Bethel.
off than you are. We have a Diary of
"Id the parching August win»!,
1807, with many accounts of what took
Cornllelds bow the head;
Sheltered In round vall"y depths,
place then of interest to many now livOn low hills outspread."

ing.

landscape <|ulverlng lies,
pant beneath the tree;
Through pirchlng air and purple skies,
The earth looks up In vain for thee;
For thee—for thee It looks In vain,
Ο gentle, gentle summer rain I"
Wilted and dying vegetation calletb
(or rain.
A dancing school has been started in
Bell's Hall.
Freeh eggs are 30 cents per dozen, and
dairy butter30 cents per pound.
Mis* Grace Farwell, assistant in the
post office, is enjoying a vacation.
Mrs. Dora Covell, eldest daughter of
the late Charles Dunham, is visiting her
brother, Charles A. Dunham, and family.
Haymakers can now work on the lowest meadows with dry feet, and the
heaviest grass ie on the wettest land.
Henry A. Cross came home from Oxford, where he worked through baying,
and the next day went to Mechanic
Falls to work in a shoe shop.
Hazet! B. Lowell, with three hired
men and three horses, has gathered the
hay from eight farms, mowing not far
from two hundred acres, and all was
secured in line condition.
New insect pests are continually coming to torment farmers and orcbardiste.
For a number of years potato bugs, peaweevils and rose bugs have been with
us, and we should miss grasshoppers,
canker-worms, squash bugs, ants and
other creeping things did they not come
annually, but now we are visited by
brown-tail and gypsy moths and webworms on our fruit trees, and a large
called the heterocampaitreen worm
guttivitta is eating the leaves from bardwood shade and forest trees.
"In heat the
The cattle

ποι ^uinncr.

BuckfMd.
Greenwood.
Mrs. Walter Pike and eon of Floral
The drouth baa become aérions, and if
oontinoed much longer the corn crop Park, Ν. Y., are visiting Mra. Pike··

failure, especially where brother, Dr. C. S. Child·, of thia place.
Mr. and Mrs. David Welsh of New
on dry ground. There haa been
ut little rain for several weeks, the light fork City have been at Mrs. G. W. Tilthunder abower Sunday and the one on ton's. Mrs. Welsh was formerly Miss
the following Monday, minna the thun- Rossie Tilton.
Misses Grace and Bertha Majo and
der, giving about the same quantity of
Portland
muet

be a

Elanted

moisture m

ahell,

a

needed.

He

a

good

waa

copious dew.
wet

In a nut
rain ia very much

waahing and soraplng

a

cake

of ice for the creamery, when a lady
came along and inquired if that waa a
type of the process to which we all mnat
submit, iu order to be purified for the
next world. The question waa unique
and the anawer rather Inclined to the
affirmative. Some tell ua that no one ia
wholly good nor wholly bad; the only
difflorence being the preponderance of
But when the bad is
one over the other.
all aooured and waahed away from such
Ûgjuiman monsters aa Nero of old, who
aet Are to Rome and then fiddled' when
it was burning, it ia doubtful if sufficient good remains to be visible with
the aid of the most powerful microscope.
Our visitors this week were J<iaon Bennett, Mrs. A. S. Brooks, accompanied by
her little daughter and neice, Mrs. Edgar
Morgan aud Rev. Seth Benson and wife,
of West Paria. Not having aeen this
venerable couple in more than a year,
and eventful aa the world has been during that time, no wonder thfc divers
events presented themselves to meutiou
over, a few of which might be noticed
here in passing, such for instance as the
present state of Persia, Turkey, Spain,
Panama and Cape Cod canal building,
air ship sailing, etc., with a good sprinkling of theology thrown in for spice.
They were much interested in that little
amethyst colored glass mug, and won
dered, as we all do, where the color came
from and bow it got into the glass.
Mr. and Mrs. Blank's electric light,
better known generally as the planet,
Venus, is again eveniog star, but not so
bright as it will be later on, when it gets
further from the sun.
Again we have looked on death; this
time it was the widow of the late Albion
Her funeral
Cole, of Bryant's Pond.
occurred at that place last Friday.
a
of
road
tbe other
Traveling
piece
day, it seemed to be free from toads as
usual; but on returning in the afternoon
myriads of those little creatures were in
tbe road, nor. much larger than the common horsH fly, and nearly all going the
same direction.
Whence came they and
whither bound? The question is put at
not being much verged in toariology.
It was only two weeks ago that Amos
Bryant was here in search of a house
keeper, his daughter having been recently married, who was keeping house for
him, and wished to go with her hutband
to her new home. Mr. Bryant had a
g iod set of buildings and now they are
all swept away by the fire fiend. He has
our deepest sympathy for bis great misfortune.
Sumner.

Hiss Mary Noyes of South
bave been boarding at Mrs. Gertrude
Benson's daring a two weeks' vacation.
The Alerts were beaten at Canton Saturday, tbe 7' h inst., in a good game of
ball by a acore of nine to five.

Mr. and Mrs.

Hayden

Beckler of

Livermore Center were guests of Mr.
ind Mrs. P. W. Washburn over Sunday,
tbe 8th inst.
The Misses Tripp, daughters of Mrs.
Minnie Tripp of Turner, bave been visiting at the home of their aunt, Mrs. B.
P. Roberts, on North Hill.
H. A. DeCoster of New York has been
it the home of bis mother, Mrs. Edmond DeCoster, the past week.
Linwood Morrill lias been to the hospital for the second time on account of
It is hoped that
an injury to his band.
another operation may not be necessary.
Mr. and Mrs. D. L. Johnson of Brockton, Mass, who have been spending
lime time in various parte of Maine,
came to the home of Mr. and Mrs. P. W.
Washburn, Saturday, the 14th, for a

brief visit.
Miss Mildred Shaw is spending a week
with friends at Long Island, Portland
Harbor.
Mrs. Sparks and son Victor of Boston,
who have been visiting Mrs. Sparks'
daughter, Mrs. Bert Fiske, returned to
their borne Wednesday.
Mrs. Ann Pike Buck and her mother,
Mrs. Elizabeth Waldron, have returned
from a two week*' visit with Mr. Geo.
W. Pike of Springfield, Mass.
Cans for the Fernald, Keen «& True
Co. of Turner Center are being unloaded
at this station, and packing cases for the
Portland Packing Co. are being hauled
here from Turner, making a good deal

I.

wrote :
"
Mont Blanc I· the monarch of Mountain· ;
They crown'd him long ago
On » throne of rock·, in a robe of cloud·,
With a diadem of *now."

I
ί

Tbe alps have many frfenda and they
and
?o by thousand· to climb thoae lofty
lublime height*. It has been (be Joy υί I
"
tbe writer to ascend to the glacier, Mer
ie Glace," from CbamoaDlx, aod to I
jlimb from Interiaken to look upon tbe I
famous Jungfrau and Lanterbrnnnen. I
Yet we do well to tell of beauty and I
it grandeur of home scenea, and ao we

North lluckti<>l I—Grace Au-tin.
Buck— I.eora Foster.
Allen—Fre>l Pearaon.
Whitman—Mary Foster.

For Sumner schools:
Weet Sumner—Adrian Holme».
Pleasant Pond—Dot lleal<l.

Doble—tiara Bragg.
Redding— Flossie A llllams.

Morrill—Jennie Spauldlng.
East Sumner—Helen Rowe.

Bonney—Flora Sawyer.

richer.
We might write of the moods of the
monntaln, but it may be better to say
tbe changing mooda of tbe air and I
olouda. Grand, old Mt. Blue ia too ata-1
ble and dignified to bave any spirit of I
vacillation; ft abides forever the aame ao I
far aa we can eaaily notice. Our first I
happy ascent was last summer and the
day was warm. The four of us bad va
rious ages and all tbuugbt the climb not
too severe, only calling for energetic

Closed Out This Month at

Very

$10.00 SUITS. ...$7.50.
$ 7.50 SUITS....$6.00.
$ 5.00 SUITS... .$4 00.

$18, $20 SUITS....$14.
$15, $16 SUITS....$13.
$12, $13 SUITS... .$10.

Youths' and Boys' Suits Same

Proportional

Reduction.

of Special Values,

Special

The moaquitoea were hungty I
and decided to eat tbe boy in our party, I
We Have Picked Out All Our Boys' Straight Pai) -, not
but we made a fight for bia life. The
sight on the summit waa soul-stirring I, Knickerbockers) Suits, ages 3 to 16 years and placed them on
and we agreed that it pays to climb. On
a clear day Portland liarbjr can be seen, I { tale.

qualities.

but we had lo be content with a view of
about forty miles of bills, foreata, lakes
and towns.
Two of us made the eec >nd ascont in
autumn among falling leaves. It
difflcujt to get good footing, but welI
m.ide tbe height slowly and were well
repaid. The divine Artist had paioted
billows of glory visible to us for thirty
miles in all directions. The forests bad
on their richest clothing and bright col-

$2.38

Your Pick

was)

Some were as good as $7. Others were $5.75. $5. $4. $3.
Coat: α one
5TOU NEVER SAW VALUES LIKE THIS.
Weld ire worth more than we ask you for the whole suit.
I you
ors mingled with the evergreena.
and Wilton ponds were helps to vary the I.
a boy you cannot afford to miss this sale.
lave
tool'
was
Ooe hour
scene.
altogether
brief to look on such beauty and we
to cheer ua for I
memories
brought away
MEN'S ODD TROUSERS, dress or work,. .40c to $1 <>
a lifetime.
Our third ascension was on Thursday,
MEN'S OUTING TROUSERS,
40c to $1 oil.
August 5th, with a club pf. boys. The
toe to 25c oil
I
and
of
KNEE
BOYS'
Arthur
of
PANTS,
Strong,
King
Knighta

I.

tonic for their
Our delight
supper by the
tbeir blankets

ought

try

nerves.

!

We ate
brief.
lire and the boys spread
in tbe camp, but the rain
kept coming. We wanted to stay over
night to see the sun rise, but at six

o'clock

was

too

concluded that

we

we

might get

cold and wet camp before morning
Reluctantly we packed our baggage and
went down among the wet bushes to the
farm house. We can never forget
cheerful firo of our cordial host, the
sweet milk, the two bed* on the floor for
eight persons and a sofa for the ninth of

a

I
I

F. H. NOYES CO.
BEFORE YOU START ON
YOUR VACATION
stop in and let

explain

us

to you the

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK
of

I

Norway, Maine.

I

MARK DOWN SALE.

I
The balance of our

!

light weight suits

Clothing
to

buy

quiet,

will he much

now.

higher

next

well

as

Men's $10 Suits
Men's 12 Suits

Or

written

banquet

a

Or

a

ever

wrapping paper?
good writing
The best wilting paper is

on

by

Eaton, Crane & Pike.
Its

are now

10.00

15 Suits

are now

18 Suits are now

14.00

Men's

20 Suits

15.00

$10 qualities

its

refinement and

are now

good

taste.

writing

an

extensive line.

gray,

the otln>r

ONE PRICE CLOTHIER,

ΠΑΙΝΕ.

NORWAY,

FRUIT JAR SALE
LIGHTNING JARS—Half Gal.

Quarts

paper

Come

see.

First

J

WOTJCK.

Itxthc District Court of tbe United States for the
District of Ma'.ne. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
ENOS A. EARNUM,
} Id Bankruptcy,
of Milton Plan., Bankrupt. )
To the creditor· of Enos A. Earnum, In the
County of Oxford ami district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the 7th day of
Aug., A. D. 1909, tho said Enos A. Earnum waa
luly adjudicated bankrupt, and that tbe ftrwt
meeting of his creditor· will lie held at tbe
office of tbe Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South
Paris, on the 1st day of 8ept., A. D. 1909, at
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which Ume the
tald creditors may attend, prove their claims,
tppolnt a trustee, examine tbe bankrupt, ami
transact such other business aa may properly
some before said meeting.
South Parla, August 14,1900.
WALTER L. «RAY,
Refera·!· Bankruptcy

PARKER'S
BAL8AM

bemtlflss th« balr.
[gktnm and bxorUnt
I Promote*
growth.
I if «ver ran· t} Buton
~-

Pints

.90

"

1-2 Pints

.85

"

$1.40 per doz.
1.10

"

1.00

"

Quality Warranted Jar Rubbers, 10 cts.

per dozen.

Jelly Tumblers

South Paris, Maine.

In 'he matter of
)
In Bankruptcy.
NEW EM, J. Μ Α I.OON,
of Mexico, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of Newell J. Maloon, In the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the 14th day of
August, a. D. 190!), the said Newell J. Maloon
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the Orst
meeting of hie creditors will be held at tbe office
of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South Paris,
on the l»tday of Sept., A, D. 1909, at 10 o'clock
In the forenoon, at which time the sold creditors
may attend, prove their claims, appoint a
trustee, examine the bankrupt, and transact
such other buMness as may pro|>erly come before «aid meeting.
South Paris, A ugust 14,1909
Walter l. gray,
Iteferee In Bankruptcy

"

Quarts
Pints

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
NOTICE.
I η the District Court of the United States for tbe
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.

$1.25 per doz.
1.00

ECONOMY JARS—Half Gal.

Eaton, Crane & Pike.
We carry

one

$7.60.

shape, size
boxing bespeak

Next time you buy
buy that made by

and

are

correctness of

and tint—even

$ 750

are now

Men's

high quality, pleanng writing

surface, its

nxM·

served

love letter

Good form demands
paper.
that made

\

1

the faddish and

as

Men's

placed upon paper be
that the piper is in keeping
Would )ou appre·
with the story.
ciale a houqutt of flowers delivered
shoe box ?

it's economy for

12.00

sure

a

do

to

H. B. FOSTER,

THE tiO BETWEEN"

in

so

v>

swagger efleets.

brown,

in the kitchen?

prices

special prices

spring,

Two lots Men's Outing Suits,

told" is to be

reduced

The assortment represents lots of patterns.

conservative cut is here

New House, 6 rooms bes'tles bath
and pantry, two piazzas. Fine view.
If interested call.
Ο. K. CLIFFORD.
South Paris.
Aug. 16.

story

at

want to close them all out and make very

It is reported that arrangements have
been made to bring the Boston American
Mr. Edgar Swan is at bis home here league team to Portland after the close
of tbe regular league series, and have it
for a short vacation.
The event
Mrs. Irving Kimball of Boston is play an all-Maine team.
spending her vacation with ber parents, should call out a record-breaking crowd.
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Holt.
Prof. C. D. Howe of VValtbam, Mass.,
For Sale or to Let.
is a guest of Mr. and Mrs. G. K. Hast-

"sweetest

our

TRAVELERS' CHEQUES.

mount-1

When the

using

of

advantages

Available in every part of the world, and cas1 ed prom, t.,
by Hotels, Banks, Railroads and Steamship Companies in
Avoid trouble, inconpayment of all travellers accounts.
No identification necessary in order t,
venience and delay.
cash them, other than your own signature. Once used, .11
descriMi
you will never be without them. A booklet fully
these Cheques will he sent on request.

party.

At four next morning we began to
watch the sky and at six started to drive
home. The morning view over Phillips
and Madrid waa worthy of comparison
with that from thesummit of tbe
ain. We vote to go again
Howahd A. Ci.iffokd.

Norway

9outb. Parie

fbel

our

Those That Come First Get the Best.

Call Early.

East Bethel.

The continued drought has ruined
ings.
some of the crops in this vioinity.
Norway Lake.
Mr. Henry Howe and Mr. Earl KimSylvester Bisbee left for Portland
Edna
West
H.
of
SomerDr.
ball of South Paris visited at F. B.
Stephens
Tuesday to visit his son Edward, who is ville, Mass., is spending a short time at Howe's last week.
learning to be a chauffeur.
her father's, Dr. C. A. S'ephens'.
Mr. Bert Bartlett of South FramingKev. Lucien R >bioson of Philadelphia,
Mrs. John Wood and her sister, Mrs. ham, Mass., is at his home here for a
at
Cotlast
Pa., spent
Ryemoor
Sunday
Jack Smith, vUited Lewiston and Au- two weeks' vacation.
tage.
burn the 12th.
Mr. and Mrs. David Gaw of CamLois Holiisof North Paris is at work
are guests of Mrs. Gaw's
M ru. James Stone of Lewiston and bridge, Mass
for Mrs. H. F. Atwood.
little daughter visited at Asa Frost's a parents, Mr. and Mrs. Η. Ε Bartlett.
Mrs. Flossie Pales of Livermore visit- few
Mrs.
days recently.
George Armitage and little son
ed her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Freeman
Ernest C. Murch, wife and son^Clayton of Lawrence, Mass and Miss Killa Bartlast
Fales
was
week.
Mrs.
Farrar,
are spending his vaqation at W. S. Part- lett nf Litcliflald, Me., are guests of Mrs.
accompanied by Mrs. John Knowlton.
Etta Bean.
ridge's.
G. R. Berry, Ph.D., and two children
Mrs. C. F. Whitney has not been as
Mr. Lester Bean is spending a few
of Hamilton, Ν. Y., and Mrs. Addle
well lately.
weeks with friends in Massachusetts
Kemick of Goodwin's Mills are with
and Vermont.
their sister, Mrs. Geo. West.
Hiram.
Mr. Fred Cole, Mr. Charles Swan of
Everett and Flora Wheeler, children
Mrs. Fred Flye is very sick.
Washington, D. C., and others from
of Waller Wheeler of Bethel, hare come
Is
at the Maine here, have gone to the lakes for a few
Mr*. Irving Sawyer
to live with their grandparents, Mr. and
General Hospital, still, but improved in weeks' recreation.
Mrs. A. B. Wheeler.
health.
Mr. J. M. Bartlett is having bis new
Mrs. Arthur Bessey and daughter
Mr. Asbury Huntress who has been house painted.
Marian of Bryant's Pond are with Mrs.
Mrs. R. C. Clark and two sons left
very ill is now in a hopeful condition.
Bdseey's parents, Deacon and Mrs.
Mrs. Levi K. Robbins is quite ill.
here for Boston last Wednesday.
Moses Dow.
The mercury rose to 04 on August 8tb
Miss Elsie Bartlett has returned to
Deaconess Adams of Morginton, N. and fell to 48 on the 11th.
Lowell, Mass.
C., has recently arrived at Ryemoor
Llewellyn A. Wadsworth went to DeoBusy days in the bay fiald the past
Cottage. The Deaconess is in charge of mirk on the 11th.
two weeks.
A number have finished up
St. Mary's mission near Morganton, and
Eli C. Wadsworth went to Sebago on haying.
is doing a good work among the poor
the 10th.
Mrs. L. E. Cole and two neices visited
whites of the south.
The fruit crop is a failure.
relatives at Lowell, Mass., recently.
Mrs. Thursa Crockett, who has been
The new corn shop is being fitted for
Mr. C. M Kimball made bis usual trip
with
time
her
some
daughter, business.
spending
to Portland, Aug. 3d.
Mr·. H. G. Jpwett, at Brunswick, has
Thomas Spring, Oeorge Merrill and
Mrs. Harriet Foster visited her daughreturned here and is boarding with Mrs. Mell
Osgood took a stroll last week some ter at Locke's Mills a short time ago.
Everett Robbins.
Mrs. George Armitage and little son
fifty miles throngb Hiram, Sebago,
Mrs. Lottie Kennedy and daughter
of Lawrence, Mass., were the guests of
Bridgton and Naples, and return.
Dorothy and son Dermont of Lewiston
Hon. Vinton Pike, of St. Joseph, Mis- her aunt, Mrs. Etta Bean, last week.
are the guests of Miss Luella Farrar.
Mr. Bert Aknrs has moved his family
souri, Is visiting his mother and his brois quite sick with a
Young
Gladys
ther, John B. Pike, Esq. He left Cor- to Mr. Ira Bean's, where they have
Mexico.
liver trouble. Dr. Atwood ia giving her nish fur the
in
I860.
West,
work.
Charles, a son of Nathaniel Warren, a treatment.
Dea. Edwin Pingree of Denmark was
Mr. and Mrs. Will Bartlett recently
who lived many years on the Isthmus
Miss AbbieTuell, who is a teacher in in town
from Neponset,
friends
entertained
Friday.
Road In Rumford, is spending a few Fall River, Mass., is spending her vacaHarry P. Toung is extending the state Mass.
days here after a long absence, calling tion here with relatives.
road betwean Hiram and East Hiram.
The Wbceler circus was well patronon the few old acquaintances of bis
Mrs. Delphina Lowe of Maiden, Mass.,
here. Three
ized from
generations
earlier life now living in this vicinity. is boarding with Mrs. Ruth Crockett.
East Waterford.
represented one family.
His
A daughter accompanies bim.
Mrs. John Heald, who haa been very
Q. L. Hilton has lost bis valuable bay
ill with pleurisy, baa discharged her
present nome is Id greater Boston.
horse.
Brownfleld.
Frank Γ. Thomas was a short time nurse and is able to sit up for a little
Mrs. Dana Berry has been critically ill
visitor at Mexico the 9th Inst. He has while.
Mrs. Jennie Johnson and granddaughis now better.
but
relatives here.
Mr. John Bisbee and wife of Madelia,
Miss Angle Brackett of Newton, Mass., ter of Chicago are at Mrs. Ε. B. Bean's.
Benjamin F. Virgin started for Salt Minn., visited Mr. Bisbee's brother, Syl- is
Mr. and Mrs. W. McDonald are guests
spending the week with Mrs. B. O.
Lake City last week to attend the Grand vester Bisbee, last week.
of Mr. and Mrs. J. McDonald.
Mclntire.
Encampment of the G. A. R. From
Mrs. Julia Bean is in Portlard.
The three children of Irving Merrill of
there he is going to Portland, Ore., and
Miss Hattie Cressa is suffering with
are visiting at H. B. DoughParis
South
East
Sumner.
spend a mouth with his brother, Edwin
Mr. and Mrs. Merrill spent a night an attack of appendicitis.
ty's.
H.
Quite a goodly number from the place
J. Q. Frink is suffering with exzema
Mrs. Holman of Auburn is visiting at attended Marco's celebration at Canton there.
W. A. Emery has been at home with in his face.
the home of Dana Richards' for a few on last
and
a
A
fine
day
Wednesday.
Mr. A. Blake is so far recovered from
bis bride. They go to Portland where be
weeks.
big crowd.
his last sickness, that be rides out.
-bas work.
Miss Enna Gleason is at Portsmouth,
A few meadows are yet to be cut, but
Dr. and Mrs. Fitch went to Portland
Thursday waa a great day in the McΝ. H., where she has a position as book- the
haying season is meinly over. On lntire neighborhood, when about 500 last week in their auto.
for
a
automibile
and
keeper
bicycle the whole more bay haa been harvested
large
Blanche Cole (nee Blanche Linscoti) is
people gathered at L. E. Mclntire's.
concern.
than on last season.
There were three meetings combined. ■pending the month with her parents,
Thomas Penley, who has been very ill
Stock is being offered in a new prosBear Mt. Orange field day, cow testing Mr. and Mrs. K. Linscott of this village.
with rheumatic fever, is able to be up,
pective scheme to operate the bog near associai ion and a demonstration meeting
and rode out for the first time Tuesday. Ε. I Brown's for
It
at
may
any
peat.
Bacon Was Not Shakespeare.
0 Dr. I. I. Richmond and family, who rate be a better Investment than some at which Mr. Mclntire's Holstein cattle
8tate dairy instructor,
were scored.
have been the guests of their parents, western
the strongest appeal of all is not
stock.
If
our
can
But
bogs
mining
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Richmond, of be made ajeource of fuel for our homes, Merrill and Prof. Newman and Asst. to scientific analysis or to the peculiar
were presof
the
State
College
Campbell
Whitman Street, returned to their home
they may be of some use yet. The solic- ent. Mackatonquor band furnished floe product of scholarship, but rather to the
at East Bridgewater, Mass., last Satur- itor for sale of shares tells a
good story. music. A game of base ball was in broad sign-manual that both Shakesday.
and Bacon bave stamped indelibly
Maine has great untold wealth in her
Elmer peare
progress in the afternoon.
Mrs. L. D. Howard and her mother,
bills, forests and lakes, and, perhaps, in Twitcbeil and H. C. Smith were on hand icroes their respective pages. The indiMrs. Elizabeth Richards, returned home her
has never been
bogs.
with frnit aud ice-cream and with the ri 'uality of authorship
Monday night from Sank Center, Minn.,
more pronounced, the inherent differencoffee served and good things brought in
where they were called by the illneaa
:es between two styles has never been
baskets tbe inner man was well filled.
Hebron.
and death of Mrs. Richards1 brother,
more accentuated.
Making all allowanMisa Graoe Bumpus visited frienda in The day was much enjoyed. Geo. H. ce for the
in subject matStephen Barnard, formerly of Mexico,
divergencies
an [
at
horse
became
Keen's
frightened
also visiting a brother, Charles R'chards, Minot recently.
;er and for varying styles necessitated by
bis
foot
anto
and
threw
himself,
cutting
lu
Mr. and Mrs. J. L Bumpns and M
In Montana before returning.
;he themes, it seems impossible to believe
C. A. Clifford, whoae wife assumed Alice and Master Krneat are in their badly.
ibat the same band wrote the plays and
the duties of postmaster of Mexico on camp at Mathews Pond. Mr. and Mrs.
issays. They are both pure gold, but it
North Waterford.
Aug. 1st, Is erecting a new building 20 Alton Hibba are speeding a few days
s not from the same crucible nor of the
is
Marion
Andrews
of
there.
to
be
used
3d
two
stories
Norway
visiting
feet,
high,
by
ïame coinage.
A sentence from Shakeshere.
Mrs. Fred Sturtevant ia in Portland.
as a store and post office on the first
ware transplanted ώ a page of Bacon,
On Tuesday a company from Z. L.
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Cooper from Mil- iowever
door, with a rent on the second. The
oleverly cemented to its context,
building is on the main street of the Packard, W. R. C., were the guests of ton, Maaa., are boarding ^at Fred Hazel- fonld yet stand out as boldly as though
Chandler and Miss Bertie Phillips ton's.
village and convenient for all. A fine, Mrs.
rritten In red ink. It is because tbe
"
"
A1 Hatch has moved here in one of eal
We-are-ken cottage, Norway Lake.
new, up-to-date equipment has arrived at
Shakesperian scholar knows these
rents.
Perkins'
L.
went
to
Boston
Mrs.
H.
ίο» the post office, and it is hoped the
Whitney
bings, because he is familiar with the
Andrews
of
Is
lower part of the building will be ready far a few days last week.
Leroy
Albany * visiting ? bole Held, that he refuses to waste hia
Mr. N. Q. Bachelder returned to Bos- his uncle, Fred Haaelton.
for occupancy by the first of next week.
ime over a few childiab coincidences or
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Elliott and Mr. and ο
The post office is now in the store of the ton Thurpday of this week.
bandy words with those who are not
Fred Sturtevant la visiting his brother Mrs. Will Kilgure are visiting at Port- ihakeaperian scholars at all and who alformer postmaster, H. W. Park, where
land. Tbey went with Henry Rolfe Is ow a few infantile
in West Pern for a few days.
it has been for the past twelve years.
puerilities to occupy
Last week's item should have read, his anto.
Ralph A. Kidder ia critically ill, sufbeir whole vision.—San Francisco Argowho.has
been
Maude
instead
Dr.
Parmenter.
Mrs.
of
Bradford,
fering from a paralytic shock of bia left Dr. Parmelee,
lant.
aide. He baa been confined to the bouse It is feared be will be unable to looate very sick with janndice Is getting better.
Mrs. L. A. Knight and Bditb and Rayhere on account of not finding rent. We
several weeks.
Automobiliste say that tbe signpost·
Anthony Turcotte ia building a quite feel tkat the greatest effort ahould be mond Knight, also Lonise and Helen
roads are in better condl·
large tenement house near the Mexico made to keep him, as a good dootor ia Lord and Mrs. Anderson are at the < m tbe Maine
1
Ion this year than ever before.
i Playhouse.
end of Swift River bridge.
very necessary to this place.

Men's, Youths' and Boys' Suits and

Our

sing or about tbe praiaea of Mt. Blue, r Prousers to be
[t ia good to have a love of mountainal
and a deaire to atand on top among the
Jow Prices.
:louds; for such scenery makes life Ν

of heavy teaming.
Work has been started on (he section
of new side walk that is to be built this
year, extending from, the railroad cross
ing on Depot Street toward the village two dentists, Dr. Gerald Clifford of
Nquare.
Houlton and Dr. Harry Church of GarMrs. Bertha Ulrich went to Kennebago diner. We had
plenty of food and bedWednesday to join her husband who has ding to stay all night, so our progress I
been there some time.
was slow after leaving our horses at the
Mr. and Mrs. Rosalvo Crockett went to last farm
occupied. We ate dinner in
Brockton for a visit with relatives there, the woods and then by mistake we fol
their
starting Monday from the home of
lowed a wood road"of last winter. The
daughter in South Paris.
old path up Mt. Blue Is very blind and I
Ο.
K.
and
A. B. Talbot and family
n-eds some signs at critical points. All
Clifford and family of South Paris, Mrs. our six boys were brave and often asked, I
from
Fitchand
"
Lottie Sanborn
daughter
Where is the spring?" We found the!
burg, Mass., and Walter Clifford of spring too low to yield much water, but I
Worcester, Ma«e., spent Thursday with we had
brought a supply of water and
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Miliett of the upper coffee. The
stops to rest were frequent, I
village.
but the last quarter m le there was a race
The foundations for tbe new dwellings to the summit.
of C. S. Childs and Geo. H. Hersey are
We were just in time to see a wide
"
nearly completed.
How
range of country and to eay,
There will be a concert under the
when a cloud came drifting by
grand,"
on
auspices of the Holmes Orchestra
and covered the eu tire landscape. We
Tuesday evening, Aug. 17, consisting of repaired an old brush camp, started a I
of
ten
selections by an orchestra
pieces, lire in a safe place among the rocks and
assisted by Miss Cloudman of Portland
completed our plans to pass tbe night,
and F. M. Lamb.
boon the clouds lifted and we had a won-1
Miss Amy Shaw spent a few days with derful
sight. Fleecy bits of cloud by
relatives in Mechanic Falls the last of the score drifted
through the valleys and
the week.
dotted the landscape visible for a radius
Supt. Smith has made the following of about twenty miles. It was interestassignments of teachers for the three ing when the clouds swept about us, and I
towns embraced in this district. Schools we had a
strange sense of isolation from
at Hartford ope η Aug. 30 with tbe folMen in the
a noisy and busy world.
lowing teachers:
such a !
to
whirl of Wall tSreet

Thomas Sails of Woodfords visited at
G. F. Dyer's recently.
Flossie Dorr is
visiting at Alton
Ames'.
Mrs. Susie Bowker has returned to
her home in Biddeford.
Mrs.
Lydia Willey and daughter
Edith of Cambridge are visiting relatives
in this place.
is
John Morrill
carpentering for
George Burgess of Hartford.
Mrs. May Smith and two sons of
Town Farm—Fred Stetson.
Centei—Em Monaglun.
Witham, Mass., are visiting her sister, Tvler—Leora
M. Berrv.
Mrs. Ν. M. Varney.
Union—Agnes Kimball.
Mr. and Mrs. Brown of Massachusetts
Mountain—Mr*. A. L. ltcnnett
Whiting—Dura Williams.
are visiting her father, D. R. Coles.
Amasa Tucker and family of MassaFor Buckfield schools open Aug. .30:
chusetts are visiting his sister, Mrs. EI.
High School—Merle Sturtevant, Principal.
Stetson.
Kuth i'arker, A»»lstant.
Mrs. Rebecca Reed, who is boarding Ml·»»
Grammar—Mrs. E>1 Waterhouse.
at Alvin Robinson's, is poorly.
Prim iry—Mrs. Rebecca Record.
East Buckllrld—Inez Swan.
South Hill—'Temple Jordan
Lovell.
Mr. aud Mrs. John P. Stevens of Newton Center visited at C. K. Chapman's
recently. They are boarding at W. S.
Moulton's in Sweden.
The Lovell band gave a concert and
dance at the town hall Friday evening,
Aug. 0
An entertainment was given in aid of
the Women's Library Club at the town
hall Wednesday evening, Aug. 4, consisting of a talk on books and reading by
Prof. Chubb, with vocal and instrumental music and readings by summer
residents and guests. There was a large
attendance.
The ladies of the Congregational Circle gave a supper Wednesday evening,
Aug. 4, at their church ball.
Mies Lila J. Bassett is on a visit to
Haverhill, Mass.

j

Thre# TfniM on Mt. Bin·.

Byron

N.

35 cts. per dozen.

Dayton Bolster Go.,
"The Store That Saves You Money."

ÏOUTH

ΜΔΙΤΜΒ

PA.RIS».

'Cook's" Ice Cream Parlor.
A GOOD PLACE TO COOL OFF.
Ve want to remind you of

some

of the

good# always

on

hand

Orangeade, Root Beer, Ginger Ale,

:

Sar-

saparilla, Coca Cola, Sodas, all flavors.
Cream, served in several different ways.
Confectionery, a fresh and up to date line.
We also
Ifutft of ΛII Kind», in the shell.
C€

make

Salted Nuts and Cocoanut Goods.

a

specialty

ot

REMEMBER Our Cocoanut Cakes, 8c. per dozen.

P. COOK, South Paris, Me.
Telephone

CASTORIA

Fer Infants and Chedren.

Til Uul Yh Hill Alwji Biujit

B7-11.

/ifi

pt ttctnl itnucnt

id

Vernon Curtia is at home from Locke's
Mills.

Dr. Packard and family of Weat Pari ι
L. B. Carter'· last week.

SOUTHPARJS.
J. Arthur Colley was
daj.

!

Granville H. Porter has bad his boild
and repaired.

inga repainted

Miss Myrtle Buck waaat Poland Camp-

ground
Stanley

were at

over

A. K. Morse was at Upton and Wil
Portland bun- sun's Mill· last week ou Giauge work.

Sunday.

M. Wheeler visited friends in

Rumford over

Sunday.

Miss Zuie Clifford of Boston visite» 1
Mrs. Louise Briggs is in Portland with
Mrs Margaret Handy is working at W. the family of Κ. B. Clifford last week.
relatives for a two weeks visit.
P. Maxim'·.
Miss Jeunie L. Shurtlrff of Portlani 1
Mrs. Alonzo Wheeler of Waltham,
Dr F. Κ. Wheeler of Parie, watt in visited at Alonzo Sburtleff's Thursday.
at J. H. Bean's.
Mass., is
(owu

visiting

Sunday.

Howard W. Shaw is laid up with t
Walter Dennisoo and family will move
caused by "dropping ι t into his new house on Park Street this
M;- Harry L>. Cole visited last week lame back,
I stitch."
week.
at !■ Ideford Pool.
and Mrs. F. S. Clark visited in
ad last week.

Mrs. W. P. Maxim and Miss Flora R
Harow were at Kockland and Bango.
last week.

Mrs. Ella W. Burbank of Gorham, N.
Η
formerly of this plaoe, is visiting
here.

Mrs. Grace Cary of Portland was ii
town the past week in tbe interest of tb< >
visited
Howe
relatives
Henry
Children's Home at Augusta.
>t Bethel last week.
Mrs. Mary K. Soule of Manchester, Ν
»ud Mrs. C. L. Kidlon of West
Η., was the guest of her cousin, Mrs. Κ
λ -ited here Sunday.
M. Curtis, a lew days last week.
»» Carrie iiray went Sunday to visit
The Ladies' Aid of the Baptist church
.tvH at (iorhani. X. H.
will hold their last food sale next Fridaj
risigs went to Kangeley Satur- afternoon, Aug. 2Utb, at three o'clock.
iv with the Kumford Baud.
Mrs. Ε. M. Curtis and sister, Mrs
.ray is at Old Orchard at work Merriam, of Norway, went Friday ti
re in charge of A. L. Clark.
spend a few days at Poland Campground

There will be no services at the Methodiet church on the Sundays of August
22 and 29.

>:
IV

Mr Winton Oliver of Boston is
in h s vacation here.
>1
at

M
j·...
V
a'

spend-

,-;er

.1

Mrs. C. W. Bojrker and daughter, Muriel, returned home Sunday from a visit
to Auburn and Portland.
Mrs. Wm. H Robinson »nl daughter,
Mr*. L H. Daughraty, were guests of
friends in Portland last week.

Milton

McAlister, formerly of thi«
visiting at Oscar Barrows'.
Mr. McAlister is preaching at Salem, N.

Chester M. Merrill is clerking at J. F.
Pluromer's during the absence of George
Kastman, who is on a vacation.

The Paris Trust Company has made a
window display of bills, gold and a large
quantity of the new Lincoln pennies, tbt
rrie Bean, who ha» been visitpast week that bas attracted much attenreturned
to
here,
Thursday
tion.

who have been visiting
dence, R 1
here, have returned to their home.

i ! is Meeerve of Portland was in
lay aud Wednesday of last

Nellie Allen visited her mother,
Maine, over Saturday and

M

The Rebekahs will accompany Mt.
Mica Lodge to the Hamlin Centennial on
Paris Hill, August 27.

place, is
H.

Walter S. Sessions and wife of Provi-

Rev. Chas. E. Brooke and wife of
North Anson, Maine, were in town last
Thursday on their way to Poland camp

>

KUOl'Old.

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert M. Tucker and I
meeting.
Abbott and wife returned son Arthur of Orono are at
Mrs. Tuckii a short stay with relatives
The band concert Tuesday evening at
er's parents, Mr. aud Mrs. S. M. King's,
»r inter.
Central Park was attended by an unin
for about a week's visit.
I
large crowd from both Norway
usually
Brown of Portland is makMr. and Mrs. A. D. Park returned last land Paris.
1 «rents, Mr. and Mrs. J. H. week from a
at
at
their
Old
cottage
stay
«* i, .» visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus Wilson and small
Orchard and went to tbeir camp at
son Allen, of Auburn, were gueste at W.
a
arge number from this vicini- Shagg Pond to spend a week.
F. Foster's and other relatives here duri the St. Kocco celebration at
ty »f
Mr. and Mrs. Cuvier C Colby and two I
ing last week.
Wednesday.
Car
children of Berlin, N. U., visited relaThere will be a drama in New Hall,
vi.'rie Monk returned Saturday tives here last week. Mr. Colby is to
M
fair week, by local talent, the proceeds
eral weeks" visit with relatives leave Berlin for the present and locate in
fn-'v
to go for the benefit of South Paris
Lawrence, Mass.
at Κ >- l.ivermore.
Band
The cast of characters will be
who
is
Miss Carrie Gray,
V
ertrude French of Farmington
employed by given later.
in
South
iest of her friend, Mrs. Harold the Denmson Paper Company
Mrs. L. C. Morton, Mrs. Rizpah WhitFramingham, Mass., is spending a three
■*, last week.
weeks' vacation with her parents, Wil- man. Miss Julia Morton, and Miss Maud
are
and
Carter are with Mrs. Harry Morton at
Frothingbam
family
liam Gray aud wife.
Mr. Morton's camp at Shagg Pond for a
^ a visit from hie sister, Mrs H
are I weeks
aud
U.
Jackson
Alfred
Mass.
of
family
F
outing.
Lynn.
being visited by Mr. Jackson's uncle,
ena Hicks, who teaches in BevRev. J. E. Cochrane of Brunswick
Jackson. Ionia, Mich. Mr. Jacklieorge
Mass is spending the summer at
will preach at the Baptist church next
ton will spend about three weeks with
I Sunday, Aug. 22. Owing to repairs be.ber's, B. F. Hicks.
L<
relatives about town.
ing made in the audience room services
>nd i'wVes left Thursday for a
E. G. Hooper of St. Louis, Mo., and will be held in the vestry.
week's visit with bis uncle, P. J. Miss Alice Wentworth of
f.
Lynn,
Mass.,
s
arns> f Allstoo, Mass.
Rev. and Mrs. T. N. Kewley will
who have been visiting at W. O. FrotbI
a two weeks' vacation at Phillips,
n^bam's the past week, left Friday to spend
Louis W < ,ark went to Portland last
I Mrs. Kewley's home. Miss Ethelyn
Τ -irsdav to visit his friend, Harry mit other relatives about tbe state beBedy, who has been visiting Mr. and
fore returning to their bornes.
ρ
ind returned Saturday.
1!
Mrs. Kewley, will accompany them.
m<i Mrs. Carroll Bacon and daughAdvertised letters in South Paris poet
Mr. and Mrs. Amasa Tucker and child
>ttice, August 10, 1901):
ter. Marguerite of West Paris, were
of Whitman, Mass., and Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Clarence Ste'iley.
gue> s of friends tiere Sunday.
Buck of Sumner made Mrs. S. L.
Ml-.-» Dora M. Llbt>y.
il s Marj >rie Mitchell of Manistee,
I Glover a visit Saturday and Sunday.
I.aura Λ M«H*ly.
William Mclntlre.
M
and Miss Louise Flint of Bellows
Mr. Bnck is a brother of Mrs. (Mover's.
wr. L. wteh.
Y t.. are guests at Charles Elder's.
F.
I The party came by automobile.
C. M. L'ummliig*.

I

■

HAMLIN CENTENNIAL
the Hannibal Hamlin Memorial at Paris Hill, will occur on
August 27, 1909, tbe one hundredth anniversary of the birth of Mr. Hamlin.
The Maine Central Railroad and the Grand Trunk will sell around trip ticket

unveiling of

OF NORWAY, MB.,

wife of Walter
Ν aeon,

a

MAINE POWER COMPANY,
Per H. B. Yonng, Supt.

connecting with the Grand Trunk train from Portland.

Potato ball· are now more plentiful in
Maine than before in years. One man
found nearly a peck in a quarter of an
val (here.
acre of potatoes.
Years ago they were
at
12.30
tbe
will
with
tbe
of
Memorial
Tbe exercises connected
unveiling
begin
plentiful, but for half a dozen seaaoDs
men
do
not
believe a peck haa
sharp. By request of the citizens of Paris, Major General Joshua Jj Chamberlain
Ben raised In the state.
A Houlton
Young man to learn the
has been invited to preside. There will be addresses by Governor Fernald, Senadealer recently offered S100 for a peck
Goods Business.
Dry
tor Hale, Hon. John D. Long, and Hon. Charles S. Hamlin of Boston.
of these balls. A man who planted
some balls last year harvested 10 differTbe following is the inscription on the Memorial :
Must be strong, ambitious, hones',
ent kinds of potatoes.
They were of
HANNIBAL HAMLIN
Years ago
fair size and handsome.
neat in appearance with no
BORN NKAR THI8 8ΡΟΤ AUGUST 27 1809
potato balls were so numerous that the
SPEAKER MAINE HOUSE OP REPRESENTATIVES
by letter
boys used to sharpen out sticke and able habits.
MEMBER OF BOTH BRANCHES OF CONOBESS
stick the balls on to see how far they
at least two
as
reference
GOVERNOR OF MAINE
giving
could throw them.
THE
STATES
At South Paris

the

Loyal Legion

carriages

will be in

to Paris Hill.

waiting

at the Station to take members of
Companions on their arri-

Lunch will be served to

Wanted.

Eotato

UNITED
VICE PBESIDENT OF
MINISTER TO SPAIN
FRIEND AND COUNSELOR OF LINCOLN

WASHINGTON'S

SPOTS

PLAGUE

lie in the low, marshy bottoms of the1
HONORING THE MAN THE PATRIOT THE STATESMAN
Potomac, the breeding ground of malaria
THE CITIZENS OF PARIS
These germs cause chills, fever
germs
AND HIS COMPANIONS OF THE MAINE COMMANDERY
and ague, biliousness, jaundice, lassiMILITARY ORDER OF THE LOYAL LEGION
tude, weakness and general debility'and
OF THE UNITED STATES
bring suffering or death to thousands
PLACE THIS MEMORIAL AUGUST 27 1909
yearly. But Electric Bitters never fail
and cure malaria
them
After tbe unveiling of the Memorial, the Band of the National Soldiers' Home to destroy
troubles. "They are the best all-round
will give a concert on the green in front of the Hamlin Mansion.
tonic and cure for malaria I ever used,"
The occasion cannot fail to be one of vary great interest, and it is desired
writes R. M. James, of Louellen, S. C.
the
the
of
insignia They care Stomach, Liver, Kidney and
Commandery, wearing
that as many as possible of the members
Blnod Troubles and will prevent Tyof the Order, sbaii be present.
Joshua L. Chamberlain,
phoid. Try them, 50c. Guaranteed by
Sei.den Connob,
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
Henby S. Burrage,
Committee.

Norway,

Smiley,
Maine.

AUCTION.
There will be

public

a

good opportunity to

secure

their share of this

GREAT BLUE TAG SALE.

BED SPREADS of very high class,
worth twice the Blae Tag Price·,
II 50, II.75, II 98, $*.50 and $2.75

THE HOME-MAKERS' CORNER.

Here are many goods that
the housekeeper is continually buying that because of
some

slight imperfection

LONG CLOTH of
in piece,

12 yds.
Blue Tag Price 98c

good quality,

LONG CLOTH of fine quality, 12 yd*,
Blue Tag Price |1 25
in piece,

or

soiling are less than half price.
goods about two-thirds

LONG CLOTH of nice quality, 40 Inches
wide, 12 yds. in piece,
Blue Tag Price $1 50

auction at Other

my house, Saturday, Aug. 21, at 2 regular price.
p. M., for the purpose of selling my
LINEN TOWELS worth twice the Blue BLEACHED CRASH, pure linen,
household goods and farming tools.
Blue Tag Price 7 l-2c yd.
15c pr.
Tag Price
MRS. A. C. HALL,
Blue PILLOW SLIPS of good quality.
twice
the
worth
LINEN
TOWELS
Me.
South Paris,
32-3
Blue Tag Price 9c
19c pr.
.*
Tag Price,
A. D. PARK, Auctioneer.
COTTON TOWELS worth twice the COTTON CLOTH, SO inches, good qualBlue Tag Price rte
8c pr.
Blue Tag Price,
ity,

LINEN TOWELS worth twice the Blue COTTON CLOTH, 40 inches, good qualBlue Tag Price 7c
29c pr.
ity,
Tag Price,
The average person who baa to wear glasses usually thinks little of
the lenses themselves—but much of the mounting, the adjustment and LINEN TOWELS worth twice the Blue MUSLIN CURTAINS with ruffle and
the eye examination. The leasee are TUE important thing. You
Blue Tag Price 38c
33c pr.
tucks,
Tig Price,
look through the lenses from the time you begin to wear glasses until
see.
no
longer
yoar eyes can
LINEN TOWELS worth twice the Blue MUSLIN CURTAINS, very desirable,
Toric lenses are the greatest impovement in lenses for you in the last
Blue Tag Price 59c
30c pr.
Tag Price,
hundred years.
With their curvdd shape, like the eyeball, they prevent eyestrain, LINEN TOWELS large and heavy, Blue
49c pr.
widen the angle of vision, and you do not see the edges, for they set
WASH DRESSES.
Tag Price,
close to the eyes without touching the lashes.
LINEN TOWELS worth twice the Blue
You know our make cannot
09c pr.
Tag Price,
be beaten. The full cut, pretty

STATED MEET1 NO Β.

RADCLIFFE S; MOHAWK 2.
Almost perfect weather conditions and
a fast, clean game made the afternoon at
the fair grounds Saturday a very enjoyable one. The attendance while not as
large ae a week ago, was large enough
tn make any manager wear a very satis-

Thomas

just received a large invoice of
Towels, Napkins, Tray Cloths and Bed Spreads.
These and many other goods, will give all a
We have

LENSES FOR THE EYES.

INUKWAÏ.

Base Ball.

responsible parties.

BLUE TAG SALE

YOU KNOW WHAT THIS SALE MEANS
SAVING.
question- TO YOU—A GREAT
only

Apply

F. à A. M. Regular meeting of Oxford Lodge,
No. 18, In Masonic Hall, Friday Evening on or
before full moon. Oxford Royal Arch Chapter,
No. 99, assembles Wednesday Evening, on or
before foil moon. Oxford Coancll, S. i, 8. M.,
Friday evening, after full moon. Oxford Lodge,
No. 1, Ark Harlnera, Wednesday evening after
full moon.
I. O. O. F.—Norway Lodge.—Regular meeting
In Odd Follows' Hall, every Tuesday Evening.
Wlldey Encampment, No. 21, meets In Odd
Fellows' Ha 1, second and fourth Friday Evenings of cach month, kit. Hone Rebckah Lodge,
No. 58, moots on llrst and third Friday of each
month.
K.of l\— Regular meeting In Hathaway ('.lock
every Thursday Evening. 17. R., A. O. Noyes
L> vision, No. 12, roteta third Friday of each
month. Lake Assembly, No. 33. P. S., second
and fourth Friday evenings of each month.
1*. of H.—Norway Orange meets second and
fa irth Saturdays of cach month at Grange Hall.
G. A. R.—Harry Rust Poet, No. 54, meets In
Mow G. A. R. Kail on '.he llrst Tuesday Evening
ofeaoh month.
W. R.C.-MeetslnNewQ. A. R. Hall, Mon-

LHiram

I
J
I

I

j

I
I

....

—

S. RICHARDS,
SOUTH

LINEN TOWELS worth twice the Blue
75c pr.
Tag Price,

PARIS,

MAINE!.

NAPKINS worth 75c,
Blue Tag Price 49c dnz.

&

soon be time for you to be getting your
CORN and APPLE money and when you
get it why not open a check account with the

jj

Company

Paris Trust

by

It will not cost you anything to open an
with us. You can deposit as little and
The checks returned
much as you wish.

account

^
^
|y

as

to you make a good
account here you

and if you have an
know where you can

receipt

always

^

LADIES' GINGHAM DRESSES in assorted patterns, square yoke of lace,
full plaited skirt, our !·'{ 50 quality,
Blue Tag Price |2 49

NAPKINS worth $2 50,
Blue Tag Price 11.40 doz.

assorted
CHILDREN'S DRESSES Id
styles of shepherd checks and of white
lawn with lace trimming, our $1.25
Blue Tag Price 98c
quality,

NAPKINS worth $2.75,
Blue Tag Price 11.75 doz.
NAPKINS worth $4 00,
Blue Tag Price $2.00 doz.

CHILDREN'S DRESSES, our $1.50qualBlue Tag Price $1 19
ity,

NAPKINS worth «5 00,

and pay what few bills you have to pay
check?

jjgf

LADIES' GINGHAM DRESSES in fine
line uf colors, our 12 50 quality,
Blue Tag Price $1.75

NAPKINS worth *2.00,
Blue Tag Price $1 25 doz.

It will

I?

great reduc-

a

tion.

NAPKINS worth $1.05,
Blue Tag Price 9Sc doz.

County.

ψ of Oxford

all odd lots at

NAPKINS worth *1 00,
Blue Tag Price 02 1 -2c dnz.

s To the Farmers
«y
ο

designs, high quality of fabric
and fine stitching are the
strong points. We are closing

BATH TOWELS worth twice the Blue
15c pr 19c pr., 29c pr.
Tag Price·,

...

Blue Tag Price 12.50 doz.

CHILDREN'S DRESSES, our $2 50 qualBlue Tag Price $1.75
ity,

TRAY CLOTHS in pure linen,
Blue Tag Prices 10c, 12 l-2c

....

CHILDREN'S DRESSES, in 11.98 qualBlue Tag Price 11.49
ify,

BED SPREADS worth «1 25,
Blue Tag Price 87c

....

CHILDREN'S DRESSES, in $2 98 qualBlue Tag Price 11.98
ity,

BED SPREADS worth $1.50,
Blue Tag Price 93c

....

get plenty of cash and get it without charge

^
^^
if

on

your checks.

We invite your

patronage.

PARIS TRUST CO.,
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

P°'an^

Norway, Maine.

I
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Ιο South Paria, Aug. 18, lo the
E. Pen lej of Greenwood, a ton.
lu 8 tow, Aug. J, to the wife of

Invites proposais for the completion of
Harry
the tail race at their power plant at
son.
Par!·, Me. Bida will be opened the 20ib
of tbi· month. This means the removal
to South Paris (and to the publio generally as well as to the Commandery), for a
Died.
of approximately 125 ou. yda. of ledge
fare and a third on August 26th and the morning of the 27th, valid for return on
and the bnilding of abont 100 »q yda. of
In Bryant'· Pond, An*. 8, Bobert Keith Fur· wall.
the 27th and 28ih. Cars leave Portland by the Grand Trunk Railway at 8 00 a. m.
η Irai of Portland, aged SO years.
Specifications can be had at the office
on the 27th for South Paris.
in Bryant'· Pond, Aug. 8, Ralph C· Allff of
Companions leaving Augusta, August 27th, will take
of the Norway & Paris St Ry. at Nor36 jeaie.
i'nrfiitnil,
age*
the electric car for Lewietoo, which leaves Augusta at 5.00 A. m. Tbe Grand
In Br. am'· Pond, Aug. 4, Mr·. Albion P.Cole, way, Maine.
Trunk train for South Paris leaves Lewiston at 8 50. Tbe Maine Central train aged 48 years.
The Maine Power Co. reaervea the
In Bethel, Aug. IS, Mrs. P. L. Watts, aged 96
right to reject any or all bide.
leaving Waterville at 5 50 A. m., August 27th, reaches Danville Junction at 7 42, years, 10 mouths.
ΤΙιβ

fied look. Radcliffe again demonstrated
that tbey were just a little better than
Portland's crack team and sent them
home defeated by a very narrow margin.
The Mohawks bave been great favorites
with the crowd in their two games here
and have received almost as much support as the home team. We understand
that they will play one more game here
this season, at the time of the county
fair.
The visitors brought along an umpire
with them and he had entire charge of
the game. He proved to be a man that day rvenlng.
S. E. O. P.—Lakeside Lodge, No. 177, moets In
understood hie business thoroughly and New G. A.R. Hall, on the first and third Wedhis work was very satisfactory.
nesday evenings of each month.
Ο. U. A. M.—Norway and South Paris Council,
The only change in the visitors line-up
No. 10, meets at G. A. R. Hall every Tuesday
from that used in the former game was eienlng.
U. O. P. F.—Kim Tree Colony, No. 199, meets
that True was on third in place of
and fourth Wednesd ay evenings of each
Dougherty. For Norway Rawsonof Buck- second
Κ. Λ Wlthain.
month.
Donald H. Bean has been enj>yinga field, who has played several years for
U. O. G. C·—Norway Commandery, No. 247,
nights for August, but what do
Phillip Mason has sold half of the I vacation from hie work at the Oxford teams in Portland and was coach of the m-jets second and fourth Thursday evening· of
think of this? David B. Woodbury
>
month
sa
that pumpkin vines have been kill- Mason farm, where he now resides, to County Creamery, and with his family Bowdoin College team this year, was on ea>'h
K. G. E.—Oxford Castle, No. 2, meets In Ryer·
Sewall Kowe, who has owned the other I udmI part of last week at P»>iaod Camp- third, while Jimmy Farnum of Bryant's son
Hiverside
in
th'j
near
t
frost
valley
!>y
hall, every Thursday evening, September to
half of the farm for several years. Mr. grounds. Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Bean Pond played most of the game in right May, first and third Thursday evenings, May to
t otuetery.
in
tit
a
rent
for
bis
is
to
at
Poland.
them
September.
Mason
family
up
Held.
spent Wednesday with
The state road from the town line at the bouse with his father, Emery W.
Work oo the new Grange block is beLeith held the Mohawks to five hits
William K. Kimball Circle, Ladies of
ι » fair grounds to the entrance of Cen- Mason, in this
his
and
devote
village,
out eiz, he hit one batter and ing ruabed by the large crew under Mr.
struck
and
will
of
the
Grand
the
Republic
Army
•1 Park has be-n completed. About entire time to
carpenter work.
The bits were well G. A. Russell, the contractor.
hold their annual sale some time in Sep- passed another.
t
'iteen inches of gravel has been put
Mr. and Mrs. J. 0. Smith of Presque
the sixth being the only inscattered,
atfrieDds
and
K.
from
Powers
G.
Thomas
assistance
and
Ripley
tember,
any
»nd the road is in a line condition
made two hits. Isle are visiting Mr. Smith's sister, Edith
tended the annual re-union of the 1st, I will be gratefully received. Date and ning in which they
the M. Smith. They drove over coantry in
N't ^withstanding1 the dry weather, a 10tb and 2!*(h Maine Volunteers at Long committees will be announced later.
Libby did better work than in
He allowed Radcliffe their auto. They started Sunday and
;'iful lot of tl >wers can be seen in Maud in Portland Harbor last Thursl
former game.
arrived Tuesday afternoon,
making
Mr. and Mrs. Β. N. Chapman went to seven hits, and had fine control.
garden near the Electric Power sta- day, and report a grand good time.
came by way of
This garden was planted and cared Due hundred and fourteen of the com- Bethel Friday, to attend the funeral of
Bradbury was the first batter and from several stops. Theyand Lewiston.
The
1
of
Portland.
Waterville
struck
P.
L.
his sister, Mrs.
Watts,
Bangor,
ν Carroll Edwards and has certainly
f
the time he singled until Leith
rades were present and thirty-three
Saturday Mr. Chapman joined the out Springer for the last out there was roads they reported in first class conr.. » I for all the work.
bave died during the past year.
friends accompanying the body to Port- not a dull moment.
After making his dition until they strike the Lewiston
L)r. Shaw of Boston is taking an
The popular B'jou Theatre will be re- land, where after services the interment
stole second and it road near Mechanic Falls.
Bradbury
single,
ive trip through Maine, including
Rev. G. E. Angell of Preeport was the
jpened to the public Wednesday, Aug. 18, I was in Evergreen Cemetery.
looked like a score when he went to third
>rchard, Portland, Poland Spring under the management of Messrs. Hobbs
to Gammon. guest of S. B. and Z. S. Prince duriog
will be a Good Cheer meeting on Jordan's out, Clason
There
uth Paris, staving while in Paris &
called on many
Perry. These gentlemen intend to
Leith however was equal to the occasion the week. Miss Angell
»
he doctor's brothers, Wm. Shaw liave a good, clean show, with the best Monday evening, August 16th, at Good
He re- of her old parishioners duriDg her visit.
True and Ham.
Cheer Hall, at 7 30 o'clock, to make ar- and struck out
a:
S. M., returned
.-orge Β. Shaw, then to the mount· p otures that have been seen here yet.
N.
G.
2d
Co. D,
Regt.,
ceived a great round of applause for this
λ
where the doctor will join her Sept. Local taleut will be engaged to furnish rangements for furnishing lunch for the
started the game from Augusta Wednesday after a very
Harrison
work.
fine
27th.
at
Paris
Hill, August
the musical part of the evening's enter- Loyal Legion
two-base-hit. pleasant camp of ten days.
with a
All who are Interested, both meu and for Radcliffe
David A. Jordan, who has been with
tainment.
out to Springer, who made
rt Stevens and family have return
flied
Clason
Per
to
be
are
present.
women,
requested
it his family on his Albany farm, was in
e
re from Mechanic Falls, an<i Mr.
a very wild throw in fielding the ball,
I
ordeY
president.
At a recent meeting of the etockholdinto the town during the week. His farm labor
h λ* been employed in the etore
m
getting by the infield and rolling
the Norway Water Company it
jrs of
Lanen and has greatly improved bis health.
Attention, Sunday School workers. crowd, Harrison scoring.
A. Shurtleff Λ Co. during vacation
voted to ..M .b.l
I W. W. Main, who recently spoke at the Leith were easy outs.
The fall term of the Norway High
They are living in the up-stairs
20th. The
I men's banquet here, will be at
the house of Mrs. Stevens' parr
The Mohawks got the run back in the School will commence Sept.
I campmeeting Saturday, Aug. 21, and second. There were two men out when other village schools will commence one
Mr. and Mrs. John Murch on
I speak forenoon and afternoon. It is Leith hit Higgins, he was given a runner week later and are to continue in session
ι. :hic Mreet.
Ε a Go*.ne of Boston, civil engmwr
hoped that many of our Sunday School who immediately stole second. A balk until Dec. 17.
ink Taylor's tenement house and . at work making an appraisal of he workers will attend this meeting. Rev.
went
The Noyes brick block and the Geo.
was called on Leith and the runner
s
ana if the two corporations Mr. Stuart of New York will preach at
High Street where T. S.
kicked on the decision L. Noyes property, corner of Main and
Leith
to third.
ν es, is receiving a new coat of
Τ
;.in think alike, an immediate transfer I the same
have been painted.
place Aug. 22d.
but as usual there was no rule book Deerlng Streets,
The body is a little on the shade will be made.
Linwood Flint of Waterford, who bae
and the decision was final.
available
Inmade
have
Taris
of
selectmen
The
—we hardly know what color to
as a dealer in wild
sent a fly into right field which an extensive business
quiries the best they can for the oldest Abbott
ca
a call a few
\ but very desirable, with trim
to but fell and dropped the ball, animals, made bis friends
Cole
«
got
of
Paris
town
the
in
Cyprian
citizen
of a darker green. I E. Andrews
He will arrange for an ex♦Vin man nn third scorin? and Farnum days ago.
inWoodstoc
is
he
<"
M,s8
but
c,
is
«»«·'·
Benson
lauebur
97,
rew are doing the work.
in the field. Abbott hibition of his animals at the county
and it must be a person in town. Uncle taking Cole's place
fair this fall, much to the pleasure of all.
to steal second.
Nathan Γ hase of Illon, Ν. Y.,
JohnStovens of Elm Hill will get the was out tTyiog
and daughter of
Mrs. Ella Small
»
A very fast double play bv Jordan,
vith her little daughter Priscilla,
cane given by the Boston Post unless an
a good Brooklyn, N. T., were the guests of Mr.
her
and
with
spoiled
summer
Gooding
bi
the
u spending
older person than Mr. John Stevens, Bradbury
u.a
Tonlrann
Plaplr rlnrlnff the
in the third, HarriWalker,
■«. Mr. and Mrs. A. W.
pa:
I who was 92 years old last January, can opening for Radcliffe
fastest week.
son and Claeon, two of Norway'·
«'>
last Thursday on her return tw
of Mr. I be found.
Mrs. Izah T. Sanborn of Bangor j8
b»se runners, being doubled up. In the
!.
'tie in
Sew York. She will visit Morton and Mies Porter at the State
Lanen with ber Norway relatives and friends
Robert Paterson moved into his new fourth Radcliffe scored again.
be
ti'r, Mrs. Percy Kankin, at Wells
Sormal School at Farmington.
house on Pine Street Wednesday. It has hit one that Jordan just reached but in for a short vacation.
ft·
for a week on the way. Mrs.
months since
into
The large elm tree in front of the town
was accompanied
The water committee report that the been only a little over three
making a quick throw the ball went
by her other
the carptuters eommenced work there. the crowd and Lanen went to second on treasurer's office, E. Cr"Winslow's store,
Miss Eva E. Walker, as far as
I It is a two-story, wooden structure with ground rules. Leith hit for two bases, corner Main and Cottage Streets, dropW
bleach, where Mise Walker will
out. ped one of its dead limbs Sunday evenRawson Hied
cement basement under the whole house. scoring
Laneo.
r<
fi»r a vacation of a week.
exThe house is finished in cypress and hard Farnum got another single putting Leith ing. The stick hit a wire and
with hard wool floors in dining on third. Farnum was thrown out try- tinguished the lights on the street. Mr.
\
iv\u party was given Tuesday evenClarence DeCoster barely
Bath on second floor. ing for second, but Leith was held at and Mrs.
in
: Kev. and Mrs. T. X.
room and halls.
Kewley's,
I Llot and cold water in the sink, and Mr. third. Bradbury made a nice play on escaped. Siooe Ed Oyer and assistant
r the a il» pi ces of the Ladiee' Aid of
ui
class
Κ
Patterson will soon add a furnace for Gammon's hard hit ball getting hie man have trimmed the tree in tiret
church. Miss Hattie Leach
K.i
! heating purposes. The house is well at tiret.
shape, there is no more danger from this
solo, Mrs. Luella Smiley and
Κ
Fletcher sang a duet, and Misses
arranged and roomy and makes a nice
Radcliffe'e last run came in the fifth, tree, apparently.
M re. George A. Cole is at Peak's
E·
home. Philip S. Mason had charge of Harrison getting his third hit after two
in Bed y
and Elsie Gray played
two bases, Island for a few days.
I the carpenter work.
>los. which added to the eujoymen were out, Claeon hit for
ρ
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Carter and
r the eveniug's entertainment.
Harrison. The Mohawks gave the
By invitation of Mrs. L. C. Morton, scoring
at their new cottage
·>
More also
team a bad scare in the sixth. family are stopping
participated in by the
her Sunday School class and some other home
threw out Libby, Brad- for a few weeks.
y··
people present. Ice cream and
friends met at her lovely home last Tues- After Harrison
Stella M. Pike and Bister Helen C.,
True sent
.is
u sale during the evening.
and Jordan bit safely.
tillage.
day afterooon for a "birthday penny bury
who was are at Bridgton for a two weeke' vacaand though an easy grounder to Harrison,
were
Fifteen
present
land
on
party."
is
mre was started last Tuesday
>
ery interesting place to visit
anxious and the bases were filled. tion.
the average age was sixty-eight, some of over
;>uvid B. Woodbury and see the
and then
Stanley H. Lovering of West Medford
their pen Ham eent up a fiy for Gammon
counted
liveliest
the
"girls"
.irieties of vegetables growing
for Radcliffe by was tbe guest of Mr. and Mrs. F. H.
the
saved
Farnum
game
" " aies to a hundred. A very enjoyable
beautiful flowers, most of which 18 κπυ*ϋ » "» "Upy«r *>ί·
of Gooding's Noyes Sunday.
little sum making a splendid catch
itg etart by tne time was passed and a nice
;»'r ;
Mrs. Eugene Lebroke and son left
tiucts of bis owu, results of forty n, ρ posed to have g
into deep right
has long tly. The ball went
Mr. jarele-'sne^s of berr. ρ ickpr„ ami has realized for the organ fund which
■>' "tudy and work in this line.
excellent town Wednesday for Cape Sable Island,
and
>■
but by fast running
field
of
the
increased
gifts
by
W
keep since been
time an
held ! N. S. Tbey will be gone some two
Ibury is well known throughout cost
left judgment, Farnum got under it and
hundred absent friends. One of the party
the Mohawks I weeks if Mrs. Lebroke's mother is in
uitry as a pansy specialist as well
in the hostess it. This catch prevented
the
couplet
following
a*·
health.
men were emv
.'.tblishing an enviable reputation
from scoring two and probably three improved
book :
I
will
» ''.eater in
garden seeds. He has re- «tualler number Friday in trenching and guest
I Mr. and Mrs. George W. Locke
runs.
That money ha* magic most truly appears
g to
from
month of August at Higgins
tbe
ceive ; long
to
the
so
scored
fighting
spend
speak,
run of the game was
prices,
last
The
music
our
l»to
year».
elderly
turns
it
;
When
η
ιι,ι»
standing
,»f the largest dealers in garden keep them oui1 "
the Mohawks in the eighth, Leith Beach.
-e
„ have been
The "Camp Concord" party, consist- by
On Wednesday the Oxford County
-, for the right to handle a special
timber. About f
*
Libby, Bradbury sacrificed, Raw«
passed
wv the Pari· ing of Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Morton, Mr
·; green pea seed of his own or- burned over, mostι y ο
fast play. Board of Underwriters held its annual
son getting bim at first by a
and
Mr.
the office of Preeland Howe,
Mr. Woodbury is very courtepartly by and Mrs. George R. Morton,
ns»
Jordan tlied out but True sent a hit into meeting at
night's Mrs. George A. Briggs, Mr. and Mrs F left field on which Libby scored. Lanen and elected the following officers, viz.:
callers and seems to take great
Walter
Mrs.
and
Mr.
and
the
situation.
il< ^bt in bis work.
A. Heidner,
shower has helped
President— W. R. Tarbox, Fryeburg.
then threw out True trying to steal
Secretary—L. H. Vellleaux, Ruin ford Kails.
Gray returned from camp Saturdry second.
The [.ad-es· Aid of the Baptist church
Treasurer— Kreelaud Howe, Norway.
fair,
time.
to
time
now
a
a
short
county
All
very
a
pleasaot
y
night.
report
The game played by Radcliffe was
annual sale Mme une
Robert N. Millett of Hanover, Mass..
resent management is wide awake will hold their
12th, was the second marked contrast to the exhibition they
^ Thursday, August
have
s
t
Heidner
Mrs.
and
nuke improvements in and about
of
Mr.
; who with his sister and children
anniversary
a week ago. Each man played good
—fo1·
gave
in town with
t;
grounds for the convenience and
marriage and in honor of the event a fast ball with Harrison and Farnum be- been eujoying the summer
at
Freea cottage
'a
-ty of both old and young who may
banquet was served under the trees at ing the leading factors of the Radcliffe relatives, ie erecting
!
table was prettily decoratat'end their exhibitions. One change
Harrison leading both teams port.
M«. Albert sunset. The
victory.
I
Universalist
tbe
of
society
Tbe ladies
wi
,is being made will be appreciated
ed and with the grand mountain scenery with a double and two singles. Besides
Mw. Charles Andrews.
1st and 2d for
aa
that ι* the moving of the general
above the glistening water of Concord bis tine catch Farnum made two hits in have agreed upon Dec.
been
has
fair.
It
thought
annual
t ket ffice nearer the main entrance, to
their
indeed
picturesque. three times at the bat. Clason'· and
Pond, the scene was
The
best to hold the same at Concert Hall.
a ι 'we easy of access and egress.
Kimball. Mr*. Maurice NoyeeFollowing was the menu:
Leith'· doubles were both fine hits and
and
Much work and careful arrangements
«·r.· ,t.
removed
will
b«»
BasM
Chowder
grading
^
steps
le
a run.
scored
each
Veuil
Fro** Legs
are being effected for the event.
Fried Pickerel
wi'! be done to a level with the entrance
K'lwwr>l», Mr*
Mohawk infield had lot· of work
The
Whitman.
Lauren
Mr,.
The opera boose is being carefully reof the old ticket office, which will be
1* MM K«,
and it was a pleasure to watch the way
inside and out. Harry Everett
"
paired
Jordan
'ipied and maintained as the secrechances.
their
they accepted
has charge of the carpenter work and
tarv's office. The grounds bave been
hard
several
in
gathered
and Bradbury
Tea
I
Bonney. Mrs- Lester West.
Spring w ater
John Sampson of tbe painting.
wi ened <>n the easterly side by moving
hit grounders in a way that made the
Mr and Mrs. Heidner were presented
th fence, aud the cattle sheds and hay
lesi
Capt. J. W. Nash ia reported to have
with
which
but
look
easy
Hattle Hebbard.
about one
with emblems suitable for the occasion. plays
ba, ns have been moved, thus giving Mrand been found a valuable pearl worth
have
would
men
got
by
Mre '«nk
I Walter Gray acted as toast master; Geo. speedy as hits. Abbott caught finely hundred dollars.
matches and
tn re space to the pulling
Mvktery
•cored
-toyc*
It was an enjoyJames N. Tubbs took an auto party
also more ground for fakirs. Other imAb** A Briegs as songster.
and threw out the only runner who
able time and one long to be remembered
consisting of Mrs. James N. Tubbs, Mr.
pr vements of general interest to the
to steal.
Flora
attemped
Can<ly-Ml*»
and Mrs. C. N. Tubbs and H. D. Smith
Dean I by those present.
public are being made about the
The score:
to the Mt. Madison House to dinner tbe
grounds.
The following teachers have been
BADCLIFFB.
other day. The party visited Gorham
Beulali Kneelan<l.
Paris
the
of
term
fall
the
for
elected
AB B. B.H. P.O. Λ. Ε and Berlin and returned in the afternoon.
Marion Bessey, one of Paris' oldest
ι
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Kmelev telle the Democrat thai I schools:
1
2
3
4
Harrison. ·.·
A three hours' drive each way. Just a
residents, who lives near Streaked
0
K.I
4
concern
bee
Clason, 2 b
published
ρ
\ β J3 <{ little quicker than a horse team, sorely.
Mnuntain. made the Democrat a pleasant much that has been
Ο
Hammond. A. B., principal. Lanen,
*
1
untrue
2
0
0
1
call t »st week.
A short time ago Mr. im ""
Charles K. Flanders of Readtield made
Su»hu Kemlrtck. Oral aaaUtont.........S
beltli, ρ
I
thai the ρ
8
I
J
Florence Whlttum, second assistant.
Baweon, Sb
his Norway frienda a call tbe first of tbe
2 2 À η
Bessey celebrated his 81st birthday, ami He say#
and G
0
r.f
Cole,
2 2 2 2. week.
antuog other gifts he had a birthday
r.f
5S ? i. .Î 2 !
principal. 8th and 9th Farnum,
Mrs. Charlotte W. Pratt's mother,
cake made by his sister. He remarks
Gammon, 1-b
2 2 ί 2 !
I
Grades.
5
La France, l.f
that it is all right to have the cakes
Mrs. Mary Whitney, fell while going in2 2 2 2
Mariorle Penley. 7th Grade.
II
3
c.f
Young,
the last
to the yard and broke ber
come often, but at his age a birthday
L Alice Wither*». 8ih Grade.
roaa au
Sara I. Swett. 5th Grade.
IS
> of the week.
47
3
7
She is a very old lady and
50
once a year will do well enough for him. the Harrison
Totale,
hour ROin,
bal(
as
her.
fast,
for
they
severe
one
a
a
is
most
tbe lojury
pretty
Nevertheless, Mr. Beesey is
MOHAWKS.
automobile hi
Primary Grade.
Fred E. Millett of Ottawa, Ontario,
smart man for one of his years, and bas
Grade.
Ε
Α.
P.O.
Intermediate
Β.
B.H.
11
A.B.
™^
Fannie Blsbee.
done lots of bard work in the bay field
β
( visited his parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. F.
2
0
8
S
Bradbury. ·.·
Ί Porter Street Primary:
0
116,
4
this season. He is a great lover of oxen
Millett, MlUettville, last week. Mr.
Jordan, S-b
M. Leach.
Uattle
0
11
0
2
4
True, 3-b
Millett is superintendent of the Pruand steers and has a good pair of four1
0
0
0
4
4
I
f.
SOU
:
ΓΟΛίΙ
Ham.
r®
Pleasant Street Primary
dential Insurance Co. of North America.
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1
0
0
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......4
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Boae A. Murphy.
0
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He studied medicine with Or. A. N.
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the
1
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Frenoh in Norway at one time.
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and be on duty in the pulling contests. n
0
0
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Mrs
-S
thrown
were
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All
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Abbott,
Mr. and Mr·. W. L. Twombly of RoxMr Bessey says that these days of autoI
0
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2
1
1
Ethel Crockett, assistant.
,
Libby, ρ
Mass., are the goesta of Mr. and
bory,
mobiles, Hying machines, sub-marine
r
!
15
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Totals,
Mrs. W. H. Twombly.
boats, and the infernal machines which
Annie 8toehr.
I I
Mr. and Mra. Vivian W. Hills left SonScore by Innings.
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»
without,
are altogether different from those when earn, out
.12845878 a-Total day morning on tbe early train for
M. Barnes, King.
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Mohawk·,
visit their old homes for ten days.
dren bad but one pair of boot· a year,
ίI
ParBn Partridge.
Mildred
Tbe maple worm is doing rauoh apand when they went lo and from church
Earned ran. Radcliffe 1. Two-txue-hltt, Hai
Ν lea Fehon, Porte
»I
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base
•
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i I
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Wis.
Snow's
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Lucy
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Stolei k and
« on error·. Badellffe I; Mohawk· 1
I
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great efforts are being made to save
Bessey is a life-long Democrat lo hi· emphasizes
ooui
I baae·, Bradbury, Biggin·. Sacrifice hit, Brad
trees by spraying them with
political views and true to his coovio- mobile, hating oome MW-wia. ω A schools will oommenoe on Monday, bary. Hit by pitcher, by Leith (HIggtna.) Une tbe
mad·
certain oompoonds.
Flavin. Scorer, Thayer.
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large

allow

a

dis-

regular prices. This discount
to
colored
Oxfords, Tan, Russet and Wine.
applies only
This makes the $5.00 grade cost $4.00. $4.00 grade $3.20.
$3.50 grade $2.80. $3 00 grade $2 40. $2.50 grade $2.00.

$1.50 grade $1.20 and Misses' and
ReChildren's $1.25 kind now $1 00.
$1.00 kind Soc.
member you can save ao per cent, on all kinds of colored

$2.00 grade $1.60.

Oxfords for the whole family.

Come

stock

now

but

will go

they

for

early

prices.
quickly.

ment will soon be broken at these

assort-

our

We have

a

large

Ε. N. SWEn SHOE CO.,
Opera House Block, NORWAY, MAINE.
Telephone 112*8.

Hosiery.

styles and shapes.

Miss S. M. Wheeler,
MARKET

0^

Sy,

apple

new

are

systems of manufacturing.

It is this unremitting attention to every dereputation of the W. L.

tail which has made the

DOUGLAS SHOES world wide.

We are

convinced that the W. L. DOUGLAS
wear

firmly

SHOES

longer, look better, and give the best all

round satisfaction of any shoes made.

Kangaroo Kid, Blucher, Good)ear Welts,. .$4 00.
Patent Colt, Blucher, Goodyear Welts,....$3 50.
Box Calf, Velour and Gun Metal, Good$2.50, $3.00, $3.50.
year Welts,
Box Calf and Velour,

$2

00.

Sole agents in this locality for the
"QUEEN QUALITY" Shoes for Wo-

F. PLUMMER,

:uroUher,

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME,
Telephone

106-3.

NEW FALL SUITS.
The Latest Creations

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

SQUARE,

who

trained experts in every department
constantly inventing· new ideas and

31 Market

Trimmed and Untrimmed Hats in
the nicest

specially

J.

LADIES' and CHILDREN'S

Summer Underwear and

The manufacturers of these shoes employ

men.

A COMPLETE LINE OF

$12.50

to

$25.00.

Ladies' White Canvas Oxfords I Spring Suits

One-half Price

$1.00 TO CLOSE.

P,rmnf"Merton

rSfe^f \
LhrwwWaMheUJlaôêPwhere
J?

stock of colored

I

Mu^· >,y1JUill>a

,ro°,NT«Jb« ί*?

a

count of 20 per cent, from the

ffrrkUnDAndr°ewPsa Friday

Κ,^°ΓΜΜ'-. George "rutting,
Am*!.

We have

to close them out at once we will

8Pr®Jf ^.aluable

I
I

SHOES

On Men's, Boys', Youths', Women's, Misses' and Children's

Tan and Wine Oxfords.

Douglas

W. L.

Former Values

$1.25,1.50,

1.75.

Frothingham,

W. O.

50UTH PARIS, ΠΑΙΝΕ.

HARNESS AT THE OLD PRICES
WHILE THEY LAST.

Leather is the
ness

old

has

highest ever

known and every kind of a harbut I shall sell my stock on hand at the
few weeks. If in need of a harness do not

advanced,

prices

for

a

let this chance go

by.

ing Prices.

Yours

Sincerely,

S. B. &. IS. PRINCE,
ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

JAMES N. FAVOR, IMrfflW"»·
OX Main flit.»

Goods, Muslins, Lawns, Etc. at Clos-

Summer

Norway, Maine.

CASTORIA

For Infants and Children.

IhttiYwlUwAlMitBmlt

«»

HOW WELL YOU LOOK—
The satisfaction of feeling well is doubled by looking welL The
"
AIwmJ'· Bitten are the one remedy that you can
true "L F.
always depend un to keep stomach, liver and bowels in perfect
condition that means good health. 35 cents a bottle at dealers.
Weat

The Land of
Puzzledom.
No. 581.—Double Homonym.

The summer evening being warm.
I primal 'neath the park light·.
And final what on earth we'd do
If it were not for the ·*·

Lubec, Me.

"
1 would adviM every family to keep the 'L F.' Atw«»J'« Bitten
in their L Ti<t. For sick headache, it is a valuable remedy. It i*
•U that Λΐώη. to b.."
—Nwa B. Rahshi.

And. looking off across the bay
At starllke, twinkling bark lights,
I pondered on a deeper theme—
What Noah did for ·*♦ ·*«·♦*.

FOR SALE.
Three

four young

Al*o

cows.

HIRAM M. BERRY,
R. F. D. 1, South Paris.

3itf
!

weigh-

good

young horses,
between 1200 and 1300.

ing

No. 582.—Primal Acrostic.
Primal!) spell tbe name of a famous
American.
A continent.
A racer.
A wood.
Gypsies. One of tbe western states.
Burs used to raise great weight. Ad
Isle.

«ffffi'· Early Rteer·

Wheat Cleaned
Six Times
"The equipment for wheat cleansing
is a* extensive and expensive as that
The freedom
tor grinding purposes.
of rtour from dirt and bacteria shows
in its appearance."

P*of. Wsi. Jaco.
«n Xatitmal Auueiation Krriew.
Wheat specially selected for William
in hermetically
Tell Flour is
sealed tanks, at Ansted & Burk's big

jftored

mills.

cleaned six times before grinding.
Everything—even the sewing of the
bajis—is done by clean, bright machinery.

the rights of the pur·
of the
chaser to an examination
a test of their quality beand
goods

Recognizing

It is

Note how much purer William Tell is
than other flours. This means wheat
cleaning by the most complete equipment known to modern milling science.
William Tell Flour has the brilliant
bloom such asonly Ohio wheat can make.

fore payment is required, we have,
for twenty-five years refused to ac-

cept payment in advance.
Full satisfaction

or

Ask your

William Tell

pay-

no

Send for catalogue.

ment.

N. D. Bolster Co.

President.

fOiEYSKTONEYCUKE
Kidneys
Right

Augusta, Bangor.

Portland,

Γ»JL.EÎA.SE;

and Bladder

Makes

anything

MIND!

In

Keep

When in want of

by

For Sale

F. L. SHAW,
31-43

dealer, and insist on having—

in our linee give

WE CAN SAVE YOl* MONEY.

us a

call.

WE SELL

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders' Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails,
Builders' Hardware,

Sheathing Paper,

Linseed Oil,

Floor Paints,
Floor Dressing,

House Paints,
Barn Paints,

Varnishes,

Floor Finish,
Roof Paints,
Turpentine,
Brushes.
Liquid Filler,
Wagon Paints,
Our paints include Impervious, Heath Λ Milligan, and Sherwin-Williams.
THE TIME TESTED KIND.

Paroid Roofing·— The beet of all roofings.
try imitations.

Don't

lasts.
Screen Doors and Window Screens—We make to order. The kind that
in.
screened
veranda
Have
in
stock.
doore
sizes
of
your
Regular
We sell wire screen cloth, spring hinges. Ac.

Wheelbarrows—We

have a few first class wheelbarrows.

Call and

them.

see

Electrical Supplies—We sell "Columbia Ignition Batteries" the
best for automobiles and telephones.

Telephones and

S. P. MAXIM & SON,
Soutli "Paris

£

Almost.

No. 583—Metagram.
I am extensively used by shoeBeheaded. 1 become an inmakers.
structive story; l>ebeaded again and 1
Divide my
am fit for cultivation.
whole Into two equal parts and each
part becomes a reversible word, the
first meaning a mineral, tbe second
powerful; read backward, tbe mlnerul
Is changed Into blows; powerful into
Mediterranean sea
Omit my first two and fast two letters
uud 1 am a native of an eastern desert
country. What is the whole word?

an

in

Island

~

tbe

No. 584.—Riddle.

You'll Hnd me In the garden.
You'll tind me at the play;
You'll And me full of something
Saved for a rainy day.

What word is

Δ

represented?

No. 588.—Beheading· and Curtailment*
Doubly behead and curtail a supplement and leave to bang: a judge and
leave a small portlou; a wonderful
tale and leave a human being; to fall
back and leave a fold.

Lfe JBuflGtss.Fo0ts&Co\SHADEy Portland,^
me.
ne commercial si.
_

No. 589.—Odd Divisions.
Divide detect or see Into
A letter and a scout
A humble home divided Into
A carriage and not out.
Divide u heavy sledge into
Five hundred and a clout.

Curtailings.

Finest Locition and

Attendance.

FALL TERM OPENS SEPT. 7, 1909.

Equipment.

Allow us to arrange a course for you and after graduation place you iu a position. Out of Three Hundred and Eighty calls for help the past year we could only
supply 174. The 1909 Catalogues are now ready. Send for one. Address

BLISS BUSINESS COLLEGE, Lewiston, Me.

EDISON
Portland Cement

_10

Finer than the Next Finest

Cheapest because it binds the most
sand, fills a mold most solidly, makes strongAsk the dealer
how
or send direct
and
why
free booklets.

est

final

set.

to

to

tell you
us

for

A, W. Walker & Son,
►out:

1. Triply curtail a part of the hand
and leave a part of a tish. 2. Doubly
curtail a person and leave the song of
a bee.
3 Curtail to spread over and
leave a small sheltered Inlet.
Answers: 1. Finger, flu. 2. Uuman.
hum. 3. Cover, cove.

Key to Puzzledom.
No. 574.—Charades: 1. Cam. O, milecamomile. 2. Dog. ma—dogma, 3. Sigh,
wren—siren.
No. 575.—A Kettle of Fish: 1. Perch.
2. Pike. 3. Shad (owl. 4. Herriug. 5

Large

s

Organs.

Stock of New Pianos and

Organs.

Co >k together a teaspoon fill of minced
ooioD, three tablespoons of flour and one
of fat. When brown, stir in a quarter
of a cup of flour or stock till smooth and
thick. Add to this one and one-half
cups of broken lentilti and eeason the
whole with savory herbs and a touch of
savory sauco or mushroom ketchup.
This paste should be formed into small
balls, rolled in chopped nut meats and
baked in a quick oven from ten to fifteen
minutes. For the sauce use the juice as
a ba*is, thickened with beaten egg.
LENTIL LOAF.

One quart of lentils passed through a
chopper, two cups of mashed raw tomatoes, a scant cup of flue crumbs, three
tablespoons of butter, salt and pepper.
Thoroughly mix and bake in a greased
and crumbed bread tin, covered with
buttered crumbs or an oiled paper.
Any remains of the loaf make an acceptable cold disb if cut into thick slices
and put in individual dishes which have
been garnished with a fringe of mustard
slice with a
Cover each
or crew».
sprinkling of crumbs and then slices of
tomato, crowning all with a spoonful of
mayonnaise or whipped cream with a
flavoring of grated Parmesan in it. Garnish with just a wee pinch of cayenne in
the center.
I'OTTED LENTIL CHEESE.

Thoroughly
mince through
the pulp on a

drain
a

the

chopper.

lentils
Then

and

place

sieve under a weight to
squeeze out some of the moisture.
an hour or two, then
for
it
there
Leave
season with salt and pepper and stir into
it about half the amount in grated
cheese (more or less according to taste)
and pot in the utual way. This, kept in
a cool, dry place will keep good a long
time, and make an excellent sandwich

filling.

GALANTINK OF LENTILS.

To every two cups of mashed lentils
allow half a cup of fine bread crumbs,
half a cup of nut meata roasted and
crushed fine, juice of one onion, one
Htalk of grated celery, salt, pepper and
nutmeg to- taste. Bind together with
Make into
one whole egg and one yolk.
a thick roll, tie tightly in a cloth as for
roly-poly pudding and cook in a steamer
Flatten between two dishes
one hour.
until cold, when the cloth should be removed, and the galantine either rolled
grinding."
in browned bread crumbs or glazed with
No.
580.
Curtailments:
Teasel, a little dissolved gelatin colored with
tease; pla let. plane, plan: marsh, mars, caramel.
Any leftovers make excellent fritters
mar; panel, pane. pan. pa.
if cut into neat pieces and covered with
If you are all run down Foley'· Kid- a frying batter with a morsel of shredney Remedy will help you. It strength- ded onion in it.
ens the kidneys so they will eliminate
PISTACHIO AND LENTIL SALAD.
the impurities from the blood that deFor this prepare as for galantine or
press the nerves, and cause exhaustion,
any remains of it. Cut it into
backache, rheumatism, and urinary ir- use up of
a uniform κΙζ«, and coat all
pieces
regularities, which sap the vitality. Do sides
of them with a plain cream sauce
not delay. Take Foley's Kidney Remedy
colored light green, in wbioh a little
at once. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
gelatin has be*n dissolved. On a shal"I'm afraid we have a disappoint- low dish lay a bed of salad made with
ment in store for us," declared the ex- watercress, shredded lettuce and French
dressing, arranging it so that the differplorer.
"Not at all, cap. We'll reach the pole ent shades of green make a pretty conPile it high in the center and
trast.
In an hour."
"And something tells me that we'll arrange the masked pieces of galantine
in two or three circles on the greens,
find a roan there selling post cards."
scattering on the spaces between a
Bloodine, The World's Tonic, is the generous sprinkling of chopped pistabest tonic and body
Free chio nuts.
builder.
Sample by mail for 10c. Address, The
—

Inc., Boston, Mass.

Father (at supper table)—Well, Johnny, how did you get along at school toda\?
Johnny—Papa, my physiology book*
says.conversation at meals should he of
a pleasant character.
Let's talk about
something else.

LENTIL CAKE.

pudding

Grease and decorate a plain
mold with thin «lices of boiled carrot
and a hard-cooked egg, the white cut into little cresoents, the yolk sifted and
sprinkled in the interspaces. Threequarters fill the mold with lentil*, then
fill up ind mix well together with a
well flavored stock, adding dissolved
gelatin to It in the usual proportions.
Wheo set, turn it ont on a bed of crisp
watercress or other green salad, garnishing with little heaps of the jellied stock
very finely chopped.—W. N. Clark in

For indigestion and
all stomach
trouble take Foley's Orlno Laxative-as it
stimulates the stomach and liver and
Good second hand organs from $15 to $40. Nice trade for anyone regulates the bowels and will positively
Good
cure habitual constipation.
F. A. Shurtto
Second hand pianos from
tu ouy for New Year's present.
letf Λ Co.

$125

nourishing and satisfying as

VEGETARIAN HAMBURG STEAK.

Soie. G. Chub. 7. Smelt. 8. Sheepshead. 9. Dolphin. 10. Halibut.
No. 576.—Reversible Words: J. Now,
wou.
3. Keel,
2. Reward, drawer.
leek. 4. Top. por. 5. Dial, laid
Busier,
No. 577.
Transpositions:
rubles, buries, bruise.
No. 578.—Enigma: Switch.
No. 570.—Illustrated Numerical Enigma:
"He that will have a cake out
of the wheat must needs tarry the

Bloodine Co

Pianos

aa

—

has 10 per cent more finely powdered (and therefore active)
cementing material and 10 per cent, less inert (and therefore noncementing) coarse matter than any other cement in the world.
The cement particles left on the screen after screening through
a sieve of 40,000 meshes to the square inch are little better than
sand in cementing quality. Edison Portland Cement is
°

Lentils,

peas and beans, are the most adaptable
of this group of food· In the preparation
of appetizing dishes. They may be purchased of the leading grocer· in the
large cities, and. at German and Italian
■tore· in any oity for ten cents a pound.
In preparing them piok over carefully
for any stones; waab, then soak for
twelve hours. They Bhould be cooked
in the same water in whioh they soaked,
adding an onion or some other fresh
vegetable or fruit. A spicy flavor can
be given by a few allspice, some dried
herbs and celery seed tied all together in
muslin. Ctre should be taken that they
are cooked luntil soft, stewing rather
than boiling them, as too great beat has
the same hardening effeot on the proteid
matters of vegetable food as it has on
that of flesh food·, although the result is
not ao apparent. It isalao better to allow
no more water than can be
abaorbed,
but if any liquid is left after cooking,
In following
save it for eauce-or stock.
the recipes, the quantities given are for
and well
cooked
be German lentils,
drained. One cup of the dried seeds
will, after coming from the pot, provide
quite three cups.

LENTIL NUT BALLS.

PainT

Largest

Lentil·: A Meat Substitut·.
▲ palatable eubetitute (or meat may
be found in lentil·—small, flat, green
diska about the aise of split pea·. Tbey
belong to the Mme plant family a· pea·,
bean· and flageolet·. Everybody knowa
that a puree of pea· 1· very nourishing,
and that a plate of baked beana la aa
satisfying aa potato and boiled beef.

ing.

DO YOU WANT GOOD PAINT

Largest Faculty.

CONladloa EFFORTS TO SAVE OITE FBOM ΤΗ* SEAL ΙΝΤΚΒΕβΤΙΝβ USES Of A MODEBN
Cornapondence on topic·
Uaoffclted. Addre··: Editor HOMMAKM·1
VENIENCE—SIGNAL TOWEBS TO PBEMe
MEN.
ESTATE
806th
Parla,
Oxford
DemoorM,
COLOKV,
VENT SPHEAD OF FOBEST FIRES.

of later·* to the

$175.

Housekeeping.

Nice instruments. Square pianos for $15, $25, $35. Stools, Chairs and
A two-quart glass fruit jar makes a
Redd—Have you ever timed your convenient churn for · small quantity of
Here is
other musical merchandise. Write for catalog of playerpianos.
Fill it half full of thick, sour
cream.
automobile?
a good trade in musical instruments.
Greene—Oh, yea. It stood perfectly cream, warm it to a temperature of
still for forty-eight minute· on the road about 65 degrees and shake it, and you

W. T.

Wheeler,

Bming» Block,
•outH Pmrlm,

-

-

Maine.

(From tbe Pathfinder.)
The mounda of tbe American moundbuilder· are tbe apblnz of tbe weatern
world, for tbey represent » people so
ancient tbat not even tradition bu a
word to lay of tbem. Tbe remain· of
human skeleton· that have been taken
from the mound· have been eo far decayed that no single bone entire bas
been recovered. This fact Is used as an
argument by those who believe in the
great antiquity of tbe mound·, for in
England, where the moist climate is
mucb less favorable to tbe preservation
of such remains, skeletons have been
found which are kqpwn to have been
buried 1800 years ago. The Mound- j
builders were a people of intelligence,
as these monuments of their industry
show, for they built tbem square, circular and octagonal. Some of them, in
tbe form of great cones, tower up above
the surrounding tree· of the forest·.
But tbe builder· are a vanished race and
the mound· tbe only traoe they left behind. Of their manners, custom·, language, religion and laws we know nothing and are not likely to know anything;
whence they came and whither they
went are mysteries never to be solved. I
By aome they are thought to have been |
exterminated by tbe Iroquois Indians;
Others think they migrated and were
absorbed by the races in Mexico. But
ail the books written on the subject,
have been mere expositions of theories,
and all we know of them is that they
were here and were scattered widely
over our continent, for their mounds,
weapons and utensils are found in many
sections of the land.
West Virginia boasts as the possessor
of the greatest of these mounds, for in
Moundsville, Marshall County, of that
state, the Mound-builders piled up a
tremendous memorial. It is shaped like
the frustrum of a cone, and stands 09
feet high, with a base circumference of
nearly 1000 feet and a diameter of 50
feet at the summit. In 1770 one Joseph
Tomlinson, the first pioneer to settle in
this region, pushed through the forest,
discovered this symmetrical hill and
ascended to the top. He noticed tbat
the trees which grew there were as large
and apparently as old as those which
flourished in the forest below. In fact,
when a giant oak was felled some tim*
after this it was found by the rings of
the tree that it was already 500 years
old, so that tbe mouud must have been
built some 200 years before America was
discovered, perhaps long before that.
On some of the beach trees on the summit Tomlinson found names and dates
No doubt
cut, one date being 1734
ages ago this identical place was a metropolis of the Mound-builders, and who
knows bnt that their civilization was
built upon that of some other race'.' Today the 20th century city of Moundsville
is built around this relic of tbe past.
Sublime contrast of the ages, where the
more than thousand-year-old memorial
of an unannalized peop'e looks down upon the progress of a modern city !
Inasmuch as the great mound stands
in the heart of a flourishing city and
c-vers a block of real estate that could
he utilized for building purposes, there
has been talk of leveling the mound and
building business houses upon the
ancient site. Many of the West Virginia school teachers and other citizens
are making a most laudable pffort to
have the mound bought and preserved
The price
as the property of the state.
fixed upon it is $25,000, and recently
Mound day was observed throughout
the state by the public schools for the
purpose of stirring up interest in the
mound and collecting money toward its

•

to-day !

What will you take for that Cough
you have, Bill? I don't want It, bnt if I
bad it I would take Bloodine Cough
Checker. A 25c. bottle will core yon.

Pare

the
and
was

ELIXIR

Virginia,
strongly In·

attack them. Washingcans' plan
ton then planned a brilliant counter
move.
Secretly, while still making
Clinton believe him to be on the point
of attacking New York, he hurried to
Virginia by forced marches with nn
be
army 12.000 strong mid appeared
fore Yorktown on Sept. 28.
Yorktown is on the York river
Cornwallls was strongly Intrenched
to

application of the telephone method or logging was witnessed recently on
the west branch of the Penobecot River.
The water pursues its way over a rough
An

old. In use 58 years.

I

j

Freight
J. F.

on

principal

sale at

rate· u low aa other lines.

LISCOMB, General Agent,

Portland, Me.

1804—1909

Harvesting
riachinery.
Having

taken the agency

Farm

Osborne

the

for

Machinery,

I

Mowing Machines,
Horse Rakes,

Located In the country but bavin* the
convenience· of the city in the way < f
water, electric light*, steam heat, etc.
Modern in equipment and in metbudi.
Three couraea, College, English, s. ientitle. Admit· to New England C»ll(^
on certificate. Splendid girls' dornn· ry
<>f
provides room· for 80 girls under
Home comfort in.|
six lady teachers.
ν
home supervision. New boys' dorn

And All Repairs for Same.
Full line of NEW CARRIAGES.
CARRIAGE FURNISHINGS and

REPAIRS.

HILLETT,

For catalog and information addrm
the Principal,

W. E. SARGENT.
HEBRON, MAINE.

30-89

TOWN· OF PARIS.
TRANSPORTATION.
on Wednesday, Sept»mber let,
tnten<lli ΐζ School Committee of the town
will consl<ler bids for the tiansp irt I
pupils for-tbe ensuing term or terrn- M 111
IowIdk districts, Hall, Kolxter,
Mountain districts, so called.
In writing, Kaled ai
Λ 11 bid· must b
•ented to the undersigned before noon
tember 1st, 1909. The right Is reserve.) t.
any or all bids. Information us to route
!>e had of the Superintendent of School*.
SUPERINTENDENT OK 8tHO<*i.>
For the Town of Par

A

NEAR 0. T. STATION,

Maine.

South Paris,

r

r.

Fall term begins Sept. 14. '09.

Disc & Tooth Harrows,
Cream Separators,
Gasoline Engines, Etc.

E. 0.

Academy.

Hebron

in process of erection will he rea
use Nov. 1, '09.
Scholarships. ·<
tunities for self help.

prepared

am

to furnish

Lot

new

The l est <<f
of Plumbing Goods.
oak woodwork for closets. No old
goods. Call and tee this line.
No
bing promptly attended to.
charge for team.

Ii. M. Longloy,

Main»*.

Norway,

A LOW PRICE
—

•o

Wadsworth, Howland & Co.
BAY

STATE

ON

—

Carpets

Wool

close out odd patterns

MADE IN NEW ENOLAND.
BEST FOR NEW ENGLAND.

up stock.

Corner Main and Danforth Sts..

For Sale by
S. P. MAXIM & SON,
South Paris.
Sample Card· Free.

MAINE.

NORWAY,
βο

Optician.

Lowest Prices in Oxford Counlv.
NORWAY,

son

18

A

room

dormitory

for

(louse,

i)NN«Co.»«"'"--Newror>
Branch Offlce. G6 V BL. Washlugtuu. D. C

an

Mod-

girls.

hot and cold water ;
furnished
elect» icity ; completely
Available for summer boarders each
ern

bath-room

;

year from July ι t> Sept. 15. Apply
at once, in person, on the premises.
sur

Design·
Copyrights 4c.

....

mar
Anyone tending a sketch and description
whether ai
quickly ascertain our opinion free Communie»
Invention u probablf patentable.
lions strictly coiiOdentlul. HANDBOOK on Patent·
•«•m free. Oldest agency for securing s'ent·.
Patents taken through .Munn A Co. recelvs
tptcial notut, without charge, In the

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. I-argest etr
culatlon of any «dentine Journal. Term*. S3 s
year : four month·. IL HulJ by all newsdealer*

competent per-

to carry on Alumni

Patents
Scientific American.

MAINE.

Fryeburg Academy.
WANTED!

YEARS-

EXPERIENCE

HILLS,
Jeweler and Graduate

ami clean

Chas. F. Ridlon,

Liquid Paint.

the!

|

Through ticket·
railroad atations.

Good for young and

ravaged

Carolinae

while Just to the north Washington's
troops and their French allies under
itochambcau were encamped, appar
ently ready to descend on that city.
The British In New York were re-enforced. [Hitting a check to the Ameri-

try.

Returning
Leave Onion' Wharf, Boaton, week
day· and Sunday·, at 7 p. m., (or Portland.

success-

at
trenched
Yorktown. on the
coast of the lnt
He bad little to four from
tor state.
the etunll patriot forces still left In the
Clinton held New York city,
south.

advantage

"Governor Dlngley" or
leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, week day· at 7 P.
Sunday»
at 8 p. m., for Boaton.
St «jam «hip·
"Bay State"

AR le not wholly
unlike a game of
Here is
chess.
the position in
the late summer
of 1781:
Corn w aille,

having
full^

91.4Λ ·«· w»jri $3,041 Itouud Trip.

DAILY IKCUDIlie lURDAYI.

By Albeit P«y»oo TotiUM

there and was further strengthened by
nud uneven course, so there are many warships In the harbor. The Amerl
to
are
rough spots over which the logs
can and French troops hemmed him
be guided. The men of the crew keep a In
by laud and the French fleet atit
as
of
the
logs
strict watch on
glut
A general assault was
tacked by fca
midstream.
in
boulder
nears some big
and made on Oct. ». several British ships
river
the
down
will
it
pass
Perhaps
tar balls
avoid the obstacle; if so, well and good. being set afire by blazing
Cornwallls
If the logs bit the obstruction and begin hurled Into their rigging.
to pile up, then it is time for quick action saw at last that he could not hold his
on the part of the crew.
own against rlie terrific onslaught. On
To shout along the banks of the river the evening of Oct. 10 he tried to slip
the
shut
to
gate
for the man away below
away under cover of darkness, to cross
and keep the lower logs from passing
the York river to Gloucester, force the
Nowthe
be
to
procedure.
through used
French lines there and make bis way
at the telephone gives
man
the
adays
lashed the waters
three long rings, and this attracts imme- north. But a storm
diate attention at the dam. He hurries so wildly as to render the crosslug
Cut off. hopeless of re
the order to keep the channel closed; impossible.
dynamite is applied to the jam, and when ent'orceinci/.s or relief, the British gen
th6 course is clear, another telephone irai on Oct. 10 reluctantly surrendered
downmessage starts the logs* floating
his army, his forts, his ships, sailors,
stream again.
arms, provisions and ammunition to
the
telephone
Maine is also finding
it was the crowning trl
useful in her war on forest fires. The Washington,
war.
of
the
at
commissioner
umph
forest
and
land agent
The French and American forces
Augusta recently had installed a number
of telephone sets on look-out stations in were drawn up on opposite sides of the
the northern part of the state. Men are road, stretching away more than a
posted at these commanding spots with mile. Washington and Rochatnbenu
telescopes and keep a vigilant lookout mounted, rode In front of their re
for trouble. At the least sign of blaze
Bauds played, and
spetim· ranks.
or smoke they telephone to the nearest
tbou.sa· >
of country frtlk gathered
Without
for
station
help.
fire-fighting
about the soldiers to watch the strange
the 'phone the woods would have to
UnaI humilia
bum until aid wae brought by a courier. spectacle and tc see the
The campaign against forest fires in tlun of the man who had burned and
Maine ie a more determined one this sea- slain wholesale throughout their laud
son than ever before. E'ght watch-towers
Through the double line of armed men
have been erected, each with its telescope
the Hrltish troops marched out >4
telephone connection. The watch-towers Yorktown. sullen, keeping no sort of
and are on the highest points of land in
martial t.rderaud mad with defeat. At
Hancock, Washington, Somerset. Piscata-1 the order to lay down their arms many
quis, Aroostook, Penobecot, Franklin and
hurled tlieli
Oxford counties, all of which bave felt the of the captured soldiers
nf
effects of the fires in past seasons.
) muskets to the ground so violently
in Maine to break them.
Last year the damage
amounted to §618,810, according to ComNor was the rage and dismay con
missioner Ε. E. Ring. The watchmen in fined to the surrendering men them
their towers this year are able to sweep selves. Throughout England It aroused
the entire forest lire section, and at
a hurricane of anger agaltut the govleast sign of smoke the'r telephones
ernment. I.ord North, the prime minimmediate
communica-,
into
tbem
bring
on hearing the news groaned:
tion with the nearest settlement and aid ister.
AccordIts all over!"
Foresters are "All Is lost!
is at once dispatched.
eagerly awaiting a real test of the use- ing to a court chronicler, North "stagA. S. Nusbaum, Batesville, Indiana,
fulness of the new system.
gered backward as though lie had rewrites: "List year I suffered for three
ceived .ι bullet In the breast." Clinton.
months with a summer cold so distressIU«T
XJtt
Λ. η II
Ignorance Breeds Disease.
ICrillUltXIUCIUO
lin n III^
ing that It interfered with my business.
scone of the surrender two dajs too
I had many of the symptoms of hay
BY
CONSUMPTION CANNOT BR CURED
late, was equally chagrined.
fever, and a doctor's prescription did not
PATENT MEDICINES.
The YorUown victory marked the
reach my case, and I took several mediit.
cines which seemed only to aggravate
close of the war. Minor hostilitiesreal
A pathetic illustration of the way in ,
Fortunately I insisted upon having
un for a time, but England
which the public is being deceived by j dragged
It
Tar.
and
quickly
Foley's Honey
is found in saw the ho|>elessnesH of the struggle
cured me. My wife has since used quaclc cures for consumption
demanded peace.
a letter received recently by the aud her taxpayers
Foley's Honey and Tar with the same in
National Association for the Study and Negotiations were accordingly begun,
success." F. A. Shurtleff it Co.
Prevention of Tuberculosis.
niul mi Nov. 30. 1782. a preliminary
The letter came from a woman in the treaty was signed. On April i'J. 1783,
"Wby don't you ask your office boy to
mountains of Western Maryland and was
wash those windows?"
Just eight years to the day after the
"I ain't got the nerve to do it, old addressed as follows:
battle of l.exlngtou aud Coucord. form
He was tbe valedictorian of bis "Postmaster
man.
al proclamation was made that the
class."
Jersey City
The last British
war was at an end.
New Jersey.
)
Quick climatic changes try strong I "Will you please give this letter to the troop.i left In the United States cvatu
constitutions and cause, among other man who called out trains in Jersey ated New York city Nov. 2ft of that
evils, nasal catarrh, a troublesome and City 2 years ago last Feb. 9. h in the year.
offensive disease. Sneezing and snuff- afternoon.M
.Manhattan Island Itself had suffered
ing, coughing and difficult breathing,
The letter was referred by the Poetcomparatively few of the war horrors
aed the drip, drip of the foul discharge master of Jersey City to the National
tlnit had raged around it. The island
into the throat—all are ended by Ely's Association for the Study and Prevention
has u e ν e r yet
Cream Balm. This honest remedy con- of Tuberculosis. It reads:
been the scene of
tains no cocoaine, mercury, nor otber "Dear Sir:
harmful ingredien'. The worst cases
"I want to find the man who cured α real battle. But
yield to treatment in a short time. All himself of consumption by using Oil of during the Revoor mailed by
Ely Broi.,
druggists, 50c
—.
Do you remember of a very lution its shore:
50 Warren Street, New York.
sick man his wife 2 children «ft mother and t h ο s e of
connection & had to wait Brooklyn were
missed
who
Medium (at eeancc)—Is there a Mrs.
all afternoon fer a train. You told my cursed
by the
Kersmith in tbe audience? Her first busI remember
son & myself of your cure.
band wishes to converse with her.
presence of tin*
take
which
directions
of
the
was,
Mrs. Kersmith—There is, but yon can part
awful
prison
one drop the first day, two drops the
tell him I don't cure to have any conships, into which
A so on till it went up to
second
day,
fabulations with him. Tell him that
30 drops. Now I want to know what to patriot prisoner:
when 1 went to collect bis life insurance
I do when the 30 drop* have been reached. were stuffed by
I found he'd let it lapse.
Does the directions say to continue the the thousand to
30 drops each day or go back to one freeze, starve, dl?
ΤΑ Κ Ε Ν Ο
This is what I want to know. I of suffocation or
AU persons are recommended to take drop.
I will be yery grateful if you will write rot from disease
for
backache, me the full
Foley's Kidney Remedy
till· St'ltltKNDEB.
directions, and send me as
On
and neglect.
rheumatism, and kidney and bladder Bonn as
possible. My son lived only rt
trouble. It will quickly correct urinary
wind
blew from tinHe did not days when the
wi eks after we got home.
irregularities, which, if neglected, may try th(
I felt he was too east the moans and ravings of this
develop into a sorious illness. It will re- n> ar gone. Now 1 have a daughter who multitude of victims, rising lu a mighty
Do not
store health and
strength.
is in need of help, and wants to try it. volume of anguish, could be heard
neglect signs of kidney or bladder Hope you will get this letter. But if from one end of Manhattan to the
trouble and risk Bright's disease or
you should not, and it falls in the hands other.
diabetes. F. A. Shurtleff <& Co.
of anyone who knows of the treatment
To France in great measure was
"I bear you are going to Australia will please answer this. I will enclose due the success of the Revolution.
I
answer.
an
for
may get
Hope
with your husband, Kitty," said the stamp
Whether love for America or hatred
mistress. "Aren't you nervous about it soon.
for England had more to dc with the
yours,"
Very
gratefully
the long voyage?"
The National Association calls atten- French nation's motive In aiding us
"Well, ma'am," said Kitty calmly,
"that's his lookout. I belong to him tion to the fact that, according to this Is hard to decide. Perhaps a fnlr quanone life at least has already been
tity of both.
now, atad if anything happens to me it'll letter,
lost on account of ignorance of the
be his loss, not mine."
Thus tin· Revolutionary war ended,
proper methods of treatment and pre- and the young nation, inexperienced,
and
another
Beer drinkers and others who suffer vention of tuberculosis,
poor, newly freed from its shackles,
with Bright's Disease, Diabetes, Back member of the family has been infected
faced the perilous future fearlessly.
former
conthe
the
carelessness
Trouble
or
Bladder
by
o_f
Ache, or any Kidney
can be cured if they will take Bloodine sumptive.
With the present rapid growth of the
Questions and Answers.
Blood and Kidney Tablets, 50c. a box,
mailed by Tbe Bloodine Co., Inc. Bos- anti-tuberculosis movement the number
What is the difference between a
of so-called "cures" for consumption is blacksmith and a
ton, Mass.
good riding horse?
being increased almost daily. Hundreds Oue is a horseshoer, the other a sure
and
"Do you believe it's better to have of quack "doctors," "professors,"
horse.
loved and lost than never to have loved "institutes" are advertising that tbey
When issuing ati invitation to u parcan cure consumption for small amounts,
at all?"
hour
"No. When I was in love I lost time, with the result that thousands of dupes ty what single word will tell the
I lost my heart, later lost my bead, then are yearly cheated out of their lives as to begin dancing? At-teiMlance.
What were the greatest feats eve.
I lost my job and then the girl shook well as their money. Besides these,
"cures" and medicines of all sorts, num- I»erformod?
me."
Wheeling West Virginia
bering now several hundred, are sold for and Lauslng Michigan.
No matter bow long you have suffered, the deception of the public.
What does au envelope say when I
The National Association brands all
Foley's Kidney Remedy will help you.
shuts up and say.'
Mrs. S. L. B'iwen, of Wayne, W. Va
of these institutes, doctors, professors, Is licked? It just
writes: "I was a sufferer from kidney and cures as frauds and deception*. nothing.
When was Burgoyne's army totally
disease, so that at tiroes I could not get The only cure for consumption is fresh
out of bed, and when I did I could not air, rest and wholesome food.
destroyed? When It was quartered at
stand straight. I took Foley's Kidney
New York.
Remedy. One dollar bottle and part of
The Parkhurst man in the role of
What motive had the inventor of
tbe seoond cured me entirely." It will weather
If you want to know railways lu view? A loco-motive.
prophet:
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
core yon.
when it is coing to rain here are some
What kind of ribbon do mermaids
sign* to go by: When the cat eats grass
y < :i
Marine bands.—
their hflfr?
"Ladies and gentlemen," said an it will rain and if the cat don't eat grass
">il tVIii'il:! ledger.
Irish manager to an audience of three, it will rain. If the rooster crows it will
"as there is nobody here I'll dismiss von rain and if he don't crow it is sure to
My Lady's Clothec.
all. The performance of this night will rain. If tbe moon rises in the east it
A color barred game for girls Is "my
not be performed, but will be repeated will rain before morning <ac.d if it sets In
tomorrow evening."
tbe west it will rain before night. Wash- iady's clothes" or "dressing the lady."
ing a wagon will bring a thunder shower "li:> players Hrst divide on what col
rs shall Ικ· forbidden—perhaps blue,
Bloodine Liver Pills cure Sick Head- and to take out an auto invites a cyclone.
aohes, Biliouseess, Dizziness, Dyspepsia These signs have not failed for the last •lack aud pink. The tirst player then
and Constipation. 25o. a box, mailed two months.
.inks the next. "How shall my lady
by The Bloodine Co., Inc., Boston, Mas·.
lie dressed for the ball?" and the
News:
A
worm
large green
Bridgton
about as large as one's little finger has answer must contain no mention of
Mrs. Goddard—"All tbe way from been and still is playing sad havoc with
hose colors. This question goes around
Chicago! Didn't yon And it very hot tbe trees about Lover·' Lane, Highland he ring, no article being allowed to be
Lake Camp, and otfier Idealities. In .I'ciiiloued twice.
traveling?"
Any one using the
Dusty—"Not at all, madam; I always places they have stripped tbe trees al- Γ.vbldd»n colors must pay auy penalty
take a refrigerator oar in the snmmer." most bare of foliage and they are work*
<u guested by the leader of the game.
ing in droves laying bare everything Id
of
that
fiod.
the
a
tree
cbronio
with
bronchitis,
they
They
shape
People
Whither?
Mthma andlung trouble, will find great appear to be more pestiferous than the
5 whither, Ο whither, Ο whither?
moth
and
brown
tail
or
tbe
unies·
and
In
comfort
relief and
Foley'· Honey
gypsy
thistledown airy and bright
Tar, and oan avoid suffering by com- their mad race oan be stopped/ in some 1 ioSaid
hither, go hither, go hither.
mencing to take it at oncto. F. A. Short- war the damage tbey will do cannot be
Said the eoutb Wind a-bio wing, htm light.
estimated.

TÎCË.~

Portland Division.

XV.—The Revolution
Yorktown and Victory

bave.
The most important thing to be considered in the new system of warning is
the degree of efficiency of the tree-toSo it is that the
tree telephone service.
lumbermen take great care in installing
their apparatus and stringing the wires.
The instruments and apparatus in the
Maine woods were leased by the local
c impanies from the Western Electric
teleCompany, which supplies all the
phones and accessories used by the Bell
counthe
Telephone system throughout

|

will have a roll of delicious butter. It
is well to unscrew the can top once or
twice after you begin to ahake it, to let
the air out This is «good way to use
up amali amounts of left-over cream.—
Cor. in Goodhousekeeping.
left A Co.
•

———·

to
One of the mo·1: Interesting α·β·
I·
which the telephone has ever been put
Northern
reported from the wood· of ere
finding
Maine, where lumber camp·
it an Invaluable aid during the logging
tasks
the
are
season.
Many and varied
which the 'phone baa been called upon
to perform elnce its use has become so
universal in this country, but thlecase Is
rather unique.
Traveler· in the heavilv wooded sections of Maine have lately noticed the
wire» strung along with the trunk· of
These connect with
trees for supports.
the dams on the streams down which the
logs float. Should there be a sudden
Its
jam in the mass of lumber makingi· at
way down the stream, the telephone
man
once preeeed into service, and the
at the dam !· notified to bold up all the
had
logs until the lumbermen above have
time to straighten out the tangle..
In former days this service was performed by relays of shouiers. Men stood
small
on the1 banks of a river at Intervals
his
enough to allow each to be heard by
Sometimes the distannearest neighbor.
ce* from the lumber camp to the log jam
and from that to the nearest dam were
seen what an
very great. It can be easily
the loggers with
enormous

telephones

Eastern Steanship Company.

The Wars of
Our Country

Telephones la the Maine Wood·.

Mound* In the We«t.

Mash two cups of lentils with a fork,
and bind together with two tablespoons
of browned butter and flour, one potato
I'm dreaded by the schoolboy;
mashed soft, or a spoonful of cooked ceBy pugilists I'm tried;
real.
Add salt and pepper, shape Into a
By Jehu ami by jury
neat steak one inch tick and beat quickly
I'nt often occupied.
Serve
in the oven
or under the gas.
with the lentil gravy poured around and
No. 585.—In Business Hours.
pat of savory butter on top made with
8 9 10 4 said be had no 9 10 6 3 8.
two tablespoons of butter, a teaspoon of
but one day. as the 1 3 12 5 8 4 old minced
parsley and a teaspoon of lemon
11 G 7 sat In his office, he was atjuice worktd well together.
tracted by hearing, above the 9 12 13
LENTIL CAKES.
of voices, the sound of music. It was
A variation of the above method is
He knew
in a 1 2 12 3 1 2 near by.
particularly good; instead of one, make
the G 7 8 9 10 11; he had sung it ioto several smaller cakes, and after
was
a
he
when
boy. broiling, serve each on a square of thin
4 10 G 3 5 before,
He could not work. The tune haunted buttered toast which has been freely
him so that he left the office and eu- sprinkled with lemon juice. Mash two
of
tered the building. 8 9 10 3 10 he sal bananas smooth, add two tablespoons
of salt and a
in a 13 12 5 10 until the shrill 1 3 4 milk, one-quarter teaspoon
of pepper. Heat and pour some
It had been pinch
of a bird startled him.
over each eteak for sauce.
foland
had
9 12 3 8.
sought refuge,
I.KNTIL PATTIES.
lowed by its 13 G 8 10.
Mash some cold boiled potatoes, mix
"Birdie." said the old 13 G 7. "does
fine fi >ur so that it may be
the world 9 G 3 G Λ 5 you too? Let me in enough
rolled out like pastry and line some well3 2 G 3 10 your burdeu." As the 1 2 0 7 8
creased patty pans with it. Add to one
ended he took the bird to 1 G 3 3 4
cup of lentils an egg yolk, a tablespoon
second
5
but
8.
It to Its 7 10
upon
or two of grated cheese abd a pinch
thought he laid It under tbç shelter of each of mustard and cayenne. Fill each
a cluster of 123450789 10 11 12 13 patty case with the mixture, cover with
the rolled potato pastry, brush over
that stood upon tbe altar.
with beaten white of egg and with a
sprinkling of crumbs and bake a golden
No. 586.—Hidden Animals.
brown in a hot oven. If an accompani(Example: You will find this animal ment be desired, a celery or cheese sauce
Kid, kid- is suitable.
lu part of u human body.
ney.»
LENTIL ROLL OR ROAST.
1. You will find this animal In torpid.
Mix a batter of one and one-half cups
tbe
This
in
2. This In a large cask. 3.
of Hour, one teaspoon of baking powder,
top. 4. This In uu old Venetian title. one and one-balf pints of milk and two
5. This In hair on the face. 0. This In "(Tgs. Melt in a frying pan enough fat
universal. 7. This In servile flattery. to cover the bottom; when smoking t>o
& This In a council or court. 9. This mur in the batter; cover the pan with a
10. This in a small lish and allow it to cook rather gently,
in a monk's hood.
until the underside is crisp and lightly
projectile. 11. This in an odorless gas.
browned, and the uppereide of it set.
In
a
This
13.
12. This in a child's toy.
Turn on a paper, sprinkle some lemon
large pitcher.
juice over, then spread on It a hot lentil
mixture previously prepared. Roll it purchase.
No. 587.—Pictured Word.
up, pin together with a couple of long
"Well, I discharged my boss last
skewers and bake at once a good brown.
For the lentil mixture use three cups of night."
"Discharged your bossV"
them, mash and stir together with three
"Yep. In a dream."
tableepoons of crumbs, one tablespoon
"They sav dreams go by contraries."
•acli of onion and mushroom—both
"That's what I found this morning
chopped and fried tender and brown in a when the boss said goodbye."
little butter—one-quarter of a cup of
tomato and an egg. Season the whole
CURED HAY FEVER AND SUMMEK
highly. Make piping hot before spreadCOLD.

«cm***
LIQUID
Q\

HOMEMVKERSF COLUMN.

Picture Frames
and Pictures,

Mats, Mirrors

W. A. Robinson.

High

Farm for Sale.
Farm 150 acres. Good Buildings
Good
Winter 20 head and team.
wood lot. Orchard 550 trees. Silo.
Sold with or
Private trout pond.
house.
10
room
without crops
BuildHam 40x80, with basement
ings connected. Shed. Carriage
h >u»e. Good road. Mail de'ivered.
Cream collected. Telephone.
A nice summer home.
GEORGE O. CHASE,
Route 3, South Paris, Me.
.^2-33

Dr. Austin

Tenney,

Norway

office

over

F. Ridlon's grocery store, Main

C.

St.,

Friday, Aug. 90lh,
10 A. sr. to 4 P.M.

At Rumford,

in Crayon, Water color,

Sepia

and Oil

a

specialty.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,
SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St..

Bankrupt's Petition

for

Discharge.

)
DOW,
} In Bankrupt.
Bankrupt. )
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the i>
In the mutter of
JAMES E.

trlct Court of the Unite·! States for the Dlstri· t
of Maine:
E. DOW, of Peru. In the Count
of
M il
tv
Statu
of Oxford,
ami
In said District, res|>ectfully represents t»
on the
let 'lay of May, last pMt, be »
duly adjudged bankrupt un'ler tho Acti
Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that he
rlgl'-'
■luly surrendered all hie property an.I v.
it.·
of property, ami ha· fully compile·! with
»<
orderof
the
«n
i
of
Acte
mM
requirement·
Court touching hi· bankruptcy.
Wherefore he pray·, That he may l>e deer··,
»'
by the Court to have a full illaeharire from
debts provable against hie estate SI U
s"
debts
Bankruptcy Act·, except »ucb
excepte·! by law from *uch discharge. ·1
Date«l thfsilnl <lav of July. A. D. I

JAMES

Oculist,
Will be at his

Grade Portrait Work

Friday, Aug. 13th,

Eyes examined frte and all Glasses
warranted satisfactory.

JAMES E. DOW, Bankrupt.
THE Β KO*.

ORDER OF NOTICE
District

or

Maine,

··.

On this 7th tlay of Aug.. A. D. law. on read
At Home Office, 31 Lisbon St.,
Ing the foregoing petition, It Is—
Lewiston, every day except Fridays. Ordered by the Court,
That a hearing be ha t
>>■

McCALL PATTERNS
Celebrated for style, perfect fit, simplicity and
reliability nearly 4U ye r*. Sold in marly
every city and town in the United Statrs and
CanuJa, or by mail direct. More (old than
Send lor free catalogue.
any other make.

MeC'ALL'S MAGAZINE
More subscribers than

any

other

fashion

Λ
upon the same on the 27th ilay of Aug..
1&9, before said Court at Portland, in said 1*1"
no
that
an·!
10
In
the
at
o'clock
forenoon;
trlct,
tlce thereof be published In the Oxforl Don
an
crat, a newspa|>er printed In said District,
that all known creditor·, and other person- tn
<*
Interest, may appear at the aaM time and p!■■
and show cause, If any they have, why the
!
prayer of said petitioner should not l>e grant··
Anil It U further ordered by the Court, Tta»
ere·!·
the Clerk «hall send by mall to all knowu
I
Itora copie· of raid petition and thl· order, *
Iressed to them at their place· of residence ·»
Mated.
Wltneaa the Hon. Clarence Hale. Judge
>f the «aid Court, and tne seal thereof, at Port
and, In aald DUtrlct, on the 7th day of Aug
k. D. 1909.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
L.·.]
true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: JAM ES Ε. HEWEY.Clerk

NOTICE.

magazine—million a month. Invaluable. Ijtt·
for
styles, patterns, dressmaking, millinery, 'n the DUtrlct Court of the United State»
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
plain sewing, fancy needlework, hairdretsing,
etiquette, good stories etc. On'* 60 cents a
η the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy
year (worth double), including a tree pattern.
PAUL K-lKMANDO,
Subscribe today, or send lor lamplv copy.
of Rumford, Bankrupt. )
WONDERFUL INDUCEMENTS
To the creilltor· of Paul Normando, In the
t > Agents.
Pu tal IHttg* premium catalogue I bounty of Oxford and dl·trlct aforesaid
ofe i. Af.i'.-r ·.
o:-.d lew
Notice 1· hereby given that on the lith day of
<:
lune, A. D. 1909, the aald Paul Normando
ι
/ν:—
ran duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the <lr»i
neetlng of hi· creditors will be held at the offlce
if the Referee, Mo. β Market Square, South
'aria, on the l*th da/ of August. A. D. l*w, at
0 o'clock lp the forenoon, at wnlcb time the
Hemlock
boards.
Also aid creditors may attend, prove their claim·,
ppolnt a trustee, examine the bankrupt, ami
work horse for sale.
ransact such other business as may properly
ο me before said meeting.
A. KEN'NEY,
South Parts, Jul* 49.1S09.
WALTER L. Ο BAY,
South Pari·.
Mm Is Bankruptcyest

..

HEMLOCK BOARDS.
covering
good
J.
35tf

